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Power plant to burn wood, coal
By KEVIN FARRELL

For the last 7 or 8 years the
University has been attempting to improve the
power plant facilities here at

removed because it would
not be feasible to upgrade
them to meet new Federal
standards. They will be
replaced by a single, new
50,000 lb. boiler.

UMR.

Modifications to the UMR Power Plant Include
the addition of this silo-like ash collector. This
unit is part of a seven million dollar renovation to
the plant that will allow UMR to burn high sulfer
Missouri coal.
(Photo by Alexander)

"This is not a glamorous
This new boiler will be
project to try to get state used to burn Missouri coal
appropriations for," says instead of Southern Illinois
Joe Wollard, Executive coal. Although this coal is
Director of Administrative cheaper for us to use, it is
Services. However, the higher in both sulfur and
campus relies on the power ash. To help reduce the
plant for heat. To keep up . sulfur produced by the
with increasing demands, system, wood chips will be
modifications must be made mixed and burned With the
to the existing plant.
coal. The new boiler is
designed specifically for
'Ibe modifications are well
burning this mixturem wood
underway. Part of this and coal.
overhaul
includes
the
removal of two boilers that
The coal will be stored in a
were installed in 1947. Their pile as in the past but it will
combined capacity was
be contained inside a large
26,000 lb. They are being
retaining wall. The wood
chips will be stored in a large
bin designed for storing this
type of material.
These materials will be
transferred to the boiler by
conveyors. All material
handling will be automatic,

Financial aids outlook bleak;
Programs suffer budget cuts
By ELLEN HENDRICKS
In view of all the recent
federal budget cuts, the
outlook for student financial
aid is pessimistic, according
to Robert Whites, student
Financial Aid director.
Perhaps
the
main
federally-funded program
effected by the cuts is the
Missouri
Guaranteed
Student Loan program.
Previously,
the
only
eligibility
requirements
were 1) to be enrolled or
accepted for enrollment in at
least a half-time program at
an approved educational
institution; 2) to be making
satisfactory progress; 3)
U.S. citizenship, national or
permanent residency in the
United States; and 4) to a
Missouri resident or an out
of state student attending an
Missouri
approved
educational institution. But
as of October 1st, the applicant will have to meet
eligibility
requirements
based on need and an income

level of $30,000 average
gross income. For the 8H12
year
there
are
approximately 23-2400 students
on the GSL program, but in
the opinion of Whites, there
will be half as many by the
82-83 year because of the

with manual loading by
tractor to be used when
needed. In order to install
the conveyor system, some
underground wiring has to
be re-routed. To do all of the
required excavation, the
existing pile has to be used
up or moved.

one contract, another contractor is working on the
supporting structure.

A third contract includes
an Ash Collector and a Bag
House. These two components are required when
burning the high sulfur
Missouri coal. The Ash
When the complete system Collector is a steel silo
is installed there will be a structure already completed
large platform that the coal behind the power plant. This
or wood trucks can drive device
removes
large
onto. A coal truck can drive amounts of ash produced by
up and park; then the . burning high sulfur coal. The
platform at the rear end of Bag House is like a large
the truck will pivot as the vacuum
cleaner.
The
front is raised. In this way exhaust gases will pass
the coal will be dumped from through large fiberglass
the truck. A wood truck filters that will remove most
would enter the platform of the particulates.
from the other end and the
platform will pivot the other
The combination of the
way. In other words there Bag House and the Ash
will be one platform that tilts Collector, plus the use of
one way for coal and the wood with high sulfur coal
other
way
for
wood will allow the plant to
operate within Federal
deliveries.
This project is a series of limits.
This system will be the
contracts, and is expected to
be completed sometime first large-scale, woodearly in 1983. As the boiler is
See Page 4
being manufactured under

II
stricter requirements and
and decrease in available
money.
'Ibe federal budget cuts
are also hurting the Pell
Grant, (formerly the Basic

See Page 5

Missouri industries
displayed at UMR
By DAVE GRIESE
Missouri Industries Day
was held Tuesday, September 22 in the UMR MultiPurpose Building, "to give
UMR students exposure to
companies that operate
primarily in Missouri," Mr.
Lauren Peterson, member of
the Missouri Industries Day
committee, said.
Peterson said that it
was also a medium for
companies to come to UMR

•i

to speak With prospective
employees. These companies, 61 in all, were
allowed to set up a display on
the basketball floor in the
Multi-Purpose Building to
show what they were all
about.
He said that they were
allowed to use the room free
of charge. Peterson also
indicated that food and
beverages were provided for

See Page 4

-

Sixty-one companies were represented at Missouri Industry Day Sept. 22
at the Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose Building. Industry Day is sponsored
annually by UMR to give students exposure to companies that operate
mainly in Missouri.
(Photo by Hardesty)

Phi Kappa Theta's Fall Festival atB~~~~~k~~u~n~!rk
Featuring: Sinkin Creek and Nuthin Fancy
Proceeds for: American Cancer Soc iety

$3 in advance
$4 at the park
Sunday Oct. 4, Noon-7 pm
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Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of
Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Event
lendar
Editor's Note: If your organization is having a
meeting, turn in details to the MINER office in
Building T-l before Monday at 9 p.m. and we will
list it in the Activities Section of the paper. No
articles submitted will be printed unless written
in complete sentences with proper grammar. No
schedule or flyers will be rewritten and
published by the staff for the Activities Section.
H your organization is sponsoring a campuswide event for the benefit of charity get us
details before Monday at 9:00 p.m. We will advertise the event free of charge in this space.
The MINER reserves the right to edit any
notices or ads for this page before publication.
I

THURSDAY
UMR PHOTO CLUB
The UMR Photography Club will be having a meeting on Thursday.
October 1 at 7:30 p.m. In Room 125 of the Chemlstry-Olemlcal
Engineering Building. Please note that tbls Is In CHe 125 and not the
Ozark Room as was stated before. The presentation will be "How to
Develop Film."
ETA KAPPA NU
The third general business meeting of Eta Kappa Nu will be held on
Thursday. October 1st at 6:30 p.m. In room 104 EE. All actives please
attend. Refreshments will be served following the meeting.

TONIGHI"S MOVIE
Tonight's movie In the UMR fllmserles Is "All That Jazz." The
movie dlrected by Bob Fosse will be shown at 7:30 p.m. tonight In the
ME auditorium (room 1(4). Movies are shown every Thursday at 7:30
p. m. The cost will be $2.25 at the door or season ticket.
WARGAMERSCLUB
The Wargamers Club will hold a meeting on Thursday, Oct. 1 at 7: 00
p.m. in Room 206 M-CUS. Memberships will be taken and officers will
'be elected. Anyone is invited to attend.

'1IIIIIIIIUUlUUUJllIIIIIIIIUllllllllllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUlIIIIIIlllIIIIIIIIIIlllIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Homecoming concert tickets
on sale Oct. 5-9
Mon. & Tues.
9:30-1 :30
Wed.
9:30-2:30
Thurs. & Fri.
9:30-3:30
in the University Center East
$3 for students w / U M R ID
$5 for non-students

SATURDAY

SAE

THETA TAU HOEDOWN
Theta Tau Omega will hold their annual "Homecoming Hoedown"
tbls Saturday at st. Pat's Hall. The Hoedown will star! at 8:00 p.m.
and last til 1:00 a .m. All proceeds will go to the Rolla Optimists.
Tickets will be on sale at Key Sport Shop and on campus. Tickets are
$2,00 In advance and $2.50 at the door.

SUNDAY
Pm KAPPA THETA FALL FESTIVAL

Don't miss Phi Kappa Theta's Fall Festival on Sunday, October 4th,
1981 from ooon to 7 p.m. at Lions Club Park. Featured are two live
bands which will entertain throughout the day. "SInkIn' Creek" will
play at 12:30 p.m. followed by Nuthln' Fancy at 3 p.m. Admission is
free, Barbeque chicken dinners will be served all day, and popcorn
and soda wlll be available. DInDer tickets are $3.00 In advance and are
available on campus. The dinners will sell for $4.00 on Sunday at the
park. All proceeds will benefit the American Cancer Society.

MONDAY
W.T. SCHRENK SOCIETY
There will be a meeting of the W.T. Schrenk SocIety (student Affiliate Chapter of the American ChemIcal Society) Monday, Oct. 5, at
7:00 p.rn. In room 125 of the <llemIstry Building. steve Ellebracht of
DOW will speak on atomic emission spectroscopy. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

TUESDAY
ASEM

The American SocIety for EngIneerIng Management will be boldlng
their next meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 6 In room 114 of the Civil
EngIneerIng Building at 6:30 p.m. The guest speaker wlll be Mr.
James Cromer from Alcoa. Refreshments will be served after the
meeting. Memberships will also be taken.

The Miner cu«ently has several
staff openings for:

News Writers
Investigative Reporters
H you are interested in applying
for these positions, come to the
Miner offlce ,Bldg. T-7,Monday
night at 9 p.m. or call the office.

COOP
The UMR COOP Association will be meeting Thursday, Oct. 6 at
7:30 p.rn. The meeting will be In the MlssourI Room of the University
Center-East.
TAU BETA PI MEETING

There will be a general Tau Beta PI meeting, Tuesday, October 6,
beginning at 7:00 p.m. In C.E. 117. The speaker will be a representative of Caterpillar Tractor Company. Refreshments will be served.

Held Over

Missouri Miner

Starts Friday
Evenings 7 & 9:05

WALTER

.JILL CLAYBURGH

FIRST MONDAY IN OCTOBER
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Adult Late Show Friday·Saturday Starts 11:15

No m
may

A.S.C.E.
The American SocIety of Civil Engineers will have a meeting at 7: 00
p.m. In room 114 C.E. The guest speaker will be Mr. Howard M.
McMaster speaking on the design and construction of deep foundations. Everyone is invited.

NODAY
Pm KAPPAPIU

The Phi Kappa Phi initiation ceremony and banquet is October 13,
1981 from 6:30-7:30 p.m. A thirty minute initiation ceremony will
begin at 6:00 p.m. In Centennial Hall West and will be followed a16:3O'.
p.m. by the banquet in Centermlal Hall East. The guest speaker at the'
banquet will be Marvin W. Barker, Dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, who will speak on the topic "A Dean's Nighbnare-Education
in the '1IOs. "
Phi Kappa Phi members planning to attend the initiation ceremony
and-ilr banquet should make reservations with Wayne Cogell, 3414131, by October 5, 1981.

PmETASlGMA

Phi Eta Sigma is having their pre-Induction smoker on Thursday,
Oct. 8 at 7:00 p.m. in room G-5, H-SS. All students who have a 3.5
overall G ,P.A. for their first year or semester (a minimum of 14 hours
per semester) are encouraged to attend, Actives are invited also.

SPORTS BOOKS PUT ON RESERVE
Professor Nau has placed on reserve at the Wilson Ubrary three
sports-related books from the Remington Sportsmen's Ubrary. They
are "Skeet Shooting" (Nau's reserve No. 6), "Trap ShootIng" (Nau's
reserve No.7) and "Outdoor Tips" (Nau's reserve No.8). All interested sportsmen are welcome to use the books.

"FAME"
"FAME" showing homecoming weekend, October 9th, at Cedar
Street Center, 3:00, 7:00 and 9:30. Cost $l.50-person, sponsored by
RHA.

is the most accepted, most popular life insurance program
on campuses all over America.
Find out why.

Call the Fidelity Union Life
Field Associate in your area:
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AEPI
Coming your way soon. AEPI's 4th annual BIG BASH, Oct. 24.
Watch bere for further detalls.

after semester,
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UMRAMATEUR RADIO CLUB MEETING
The UMRAmateur Radio Club will meet on October 7 at 7:30p.m. in
room 101 EE. Everyone is welcome!

the eolJe,..,re plan fmm Fidelity Union Life

Fri.-Sat.·Sun.
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MSM SPELUNKERS CLUB
MSM Spelunkers Club meets every Wednesday at 6: 15 p.m. in room
305 Norwood Hall. New members always welcome.
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APO BOOKSl'ORE RETURNS
The deadline ,for returns by the APO Bookstore is Oct. n. If you
have not picked up your books or money, call Steve Brophy at 3649792.

Evenings 7 & 9

in a

S1JII

WEDNESDAY

ROLLAMO YEARBOOKS
198().81 Rollamo yearbooks will be available Oct. &-9, 8:30-3:30, in
the basement of the Rolla Building. student 1.0. required.
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The Missouri Miner is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at
Rolla, Missouri. The Missouri Miner features activities of the
students and faculty of U M R.
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Chris Noonan.
364-9792
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John Luth
364·9792
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Mary Ford
364·5114
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341·4825
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On Tuesday, October 6 at 7:00 p.m. In room 104 M.E. the SocIety of
Automotive Engineers will hold their second meeting of the semester.
The guest speaker will be from Ford Motor Company and will give a
talk on special projects at Ford - including their new raclng program :
with the EXP and LN7, bigb output 5 Utre Mustangs, and the S.8 Utre
V~ engine. Refreshments served - everyone welcome.

Rich Meier
Mark Davis
717 Pine Suite 201
(above Scott's Bookstore)
364·5268
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EE Career Day to be October 8
SUbmitted by HKN
Are you looking for a good
company to work for? Who
isn't!
Whether you're Interested
In a permanent, co-op, or
summer job In the near
future or even if you're just
looking around, the Electrical Engineering Career
bay on Thursday, October 8
In the University CenterEast is worth checking out.
You don't have to be an
EE, either. These companies
employ a lot more than EEs.
No matter what your field
may be, chances are more
than one that these companies will be more than

6 at

SltY

willing to talk to you about a
job.
In case you didn't know,
the Electrical Engineering
Career Day is an annual
event
sponsored
and
organized by the Eta Kappa
Nu Association (an Electrical Engineering honor
SOCiety also known as HKN).
The purpOse of the program
is to give companies which
do not · participate In
MiSsouri
Industry Day
(along with many that do) a
chance to get together with
UMR students and discuss
employment possibilities on
an informal basis. Displays
are set up and students can
talk to the company reps or

just browse. Students who
wish may also "register" to
enter their name on a list
given to all of the companies
for future contacts.
If you have attended past
EE Career Days, you may
notice several changes In the
format of this year's
program. A few of these
changes are :
1) The Career Day is being
held this year In the second
floor of the University
Center-East, rather than In
the EE building. This will
allow more companies to
participate, and also make it
easier for the students to find
them.
2) The Career Day will last

Emerson Electric
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Any Interested person is
Hewlett Packard
with an hour break at 12:00 more than welcome to attend
IBM
for lunch. Previous Career the
presentations
and
Intel
Days have lasted only one displays.
McDonnell Douglas
afternoon.
A tentative list of the
McGraw Edison
3) Half-hour presentations companies attending this
Monsanto
will be scheduled conyear's EE Career Day is
Motorola
tinuously throughout the day . shown below. If you have
Owens/Coming Fiberglas
In several rooms on campus. any questions or suggestions
These . presentations will for the program, talk to any Corp.
Public Service of Indiana
consist of slide shows, films, HKN member, or call Eric
Rae Corp.
lectures, etc. with the Intent Stelzer at 341-4525.
Schiwnberger Well Serof helping to acquaint the
ALCOA
students with general invices
Associated Electric Coop
St. Joseph Light & Power
Black & Veatch
formation and employment
Brown & Root
opportunities
with
the
Sverdrup & Parcel and
company. A schedule of the
Associates, Inc.
Burns & McDonell
Bussmann
times and locations of these
Union Electric
Caterpillar Tractor Co.
presentations will be given
Chevron
by each company, space and
Detroit Edison
time permitting.

Blue Key to sponsor
IMiner of the Month'
SUbmitted by
BLUE KEY
This year Blue Key is once
again sponsoring the "MIner
of the Month" award contest. "MIner of the Month"
recognizes the outstanding
member of a campus
organization for his or her
contributions to the UMR
campus
each
month.
Nominees are judged solely
on their achievements for
the specified month. Effort
beyond the normal call of
duty, efficiency, and value of
the achievements to the
UMR campus as a whole,
form the basis for judging
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the
nominees'
accomplishments.
Winners
will receive a certificate of
honor from Blue Key as well
as their name engraved on a
permanent plaque located In
the Student Union.
The nomination is open to
all members of any campus
organization as well as
faculty
members.
Applications are distributed at
the end of each month to all
organization
presidents
through the Student Personnel Office In the Rolla
Building and are also
available at the Candy
Counter in the Student
Union. Applications for the

SUB SCTipts
SUbmitted by SUB

On October 2nd, the
Concerts Committee is
presenting
the
band
"Country Gazette" at 8 p.m.
in Centennial Hall. The
movie "All the President's
Men" will be shown Sunday,
October 4th at 4:00 and 6:30
p.m. In Centennial Hall.
Anyone Interested In playing
In the SUB table tennis
tournament, signups begin
October 8th and run through
October 22nd. For all
students
the
following
Homecoming Events talI:e
place next week. The
campus
vote
for
Homecoming Queen will
take place from October 6th
through October 8th on the
Hockey Puck. On October
9th, the Homecoming Dance
will be held in Centennial
Hall beginning at 9 p.m. and
featuring the band Nickels.
At halftime of the football
game, there will be the
Coronation of the Queen and
the announcement of the 1st,
2nd, and 3rd runners-up. At 8
p.m. the Concerts Committee presents the Dirt

II

Band In the Multi-Purpose
Building.
Tickets will be on sale In
front of the Miner Canteen
from October ' 5th through
October 9th. Ticket sale
hours are as follows:
October 5th
9:30a.m.-l:30p.m.
October 6th
9:30a.m.-l:30p.m.
October 7th
9:30 a.m.-2:30p.m.
October 8th
9:30a.m.-3:30p.m.
October 9th
9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
Tickets will also be sold at
the door of the gym before
the concert.

Delicious
MEXICAN FOOD
" MEXICO CITY STYLE "
Closed Monday

"LA POSADA"
364·1971
Dining Room

Food To Go
Highway 63 S.
ROLLA . MO .

month of September are now
available and should be
returned to the Blue Key
mailbox or the Candy
Counter by 5:00 p.m. on
October 6.
The prestige and honor of
this award are growing but

its continued success is
.dependent on your participation In submitting
nominees. Remember to
return the completed application form by the stated
deadline so that your
members' accomplishments
will not be overlooked.
Please direct any questions
or comments to Jerry
Weiland - 341-3771. Thank
you for your past participation and "good luck"
this year.

Thursday, Oct. 1. 1981
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Phi Eta Sigma plans
pre-induction smoker
SUbmitted By
pm ETA SIGMA

Phi Eta Sigma is having
their pre-Induction smoker
on Thursday, Oct. 8 at 7:00
p.m. In room G-5, H-8S. Phi
Eta Sigma is a member of
the association of College
Honor Societies and this
fraternity
honors
high

JUNIOR
SP'ORTSWEAR

scholastic achievement In and key, and lifetime dues.
college freshmen.
If you are Interested, come
All students who have a 3.5 to the smoker on Thursday,
overall G.P.A. for their first October 8 and bring your $20
year or semester (carrying a initiation fee. If you have
minimwn of 14 hours per any questions, you can ask
semester) are encouraged to us at the pre-Induction
join. There is also a $20 smoker or contact our adinitiation fee that covers an visor, Dr. Nancy Marlin at
initiation banquet, pledging 341-4811, room 112, H-8S.
plaque, recognition shinglf>

. . .~~~
..~~

and

more

Featuring:
-Bobbie Brooks -Hang Ten
-Underground -Oshkosh

Men's Levis
All styles Reg . $23.00

$15.55

Seo" Sumner . Rollo

Ladies Coats
A great selection

All 20% Off

7J 0{0:.~

Store

Hillcrest Shopping Center

I used many factors in deciding which car
to buy·and the Mazda RX7 excelled in the
fa cto rs I thought were important. The
price is extremely reasonable for a car of
its class . and its high resale value makes it
an even better bu y . I also like the sleek
stylin g and gas economy as well as the 3
year . 50.000 mile warran ty . Overall the
RX7 mets my high standards.

Sellers-Sexton
Hwy. 63 S. Rolla 364-7300
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Theta Tau Omega Hoedown to be Oct.3
prepare yourself for the
annual avalanche of alumni
that
accompanies
Homecoming than by attending this Saturday's
(October 3rd) gayla event in
the st. Pat's Gym at st. Pat's
Church.

What's a good time, at the
right time, for the right
price, for a good cause, and
just because? The correct
answer is the Theta Tau
Omega Hoedown. There's no
better reasonable way to

Industry

From page 1

the companies' representatives.
Perterson acknowledged
that due to the companies
being able to use the
.premises free, MIssouri
Industries Day did cost
UMR. Last year's budget, as
of Oct. 7, 1980, was $2650.00.
He sald that It was mostly
for.
the
physical

arrangement of the MultiPurpose Building. A smaller

amount was for food.
Peterson added that within
the committee, there is talk
of limiting the companies to
those in MIssouri. However,
he said that as long as there
was room, the companies
would be allowed to use It.

If you've been to a
Hoedown before, you've also
been educated enough to
know that an advance
donation of $2.00 will provide
an excellent evening's entertainment. If you haven't
had the opportunity of this
experience before, you'll
just have to believe It would

Power

SAE engineers motivation
By GREG PANNONE
The Society of Automotive
Engineers, SAE, Is . an international,
specialized
engineering society - yet Its
members represent practically every engineering
and scientific discipline.
These SAE members
combine their specialized
abilities to further research,
development,
design,
manufacture, and utilization
of vehicles which operate on
land and sea, in air and
space.
They coordinate their
efforts in such related activity areas as passenger
cars, trucks and buses,
agricultural
machinery,
engineering
materials,
computer
applications,
space technology, aircraft,
off-highway
vehicles,
electroniCS, and fuels and
lubricants - as well as the
many other . transportatlonrelated activities.
The UMR student branch
of SAE Is among the largest
of the student branches in
the nation. Though its
membership here on campus
is composed mainly of
mechanical and electrical
engineers, everyone with an

interest in transportation·
systems and related activities is encouraged to join.
The membership fee for SAE
is only $6.00/year. Included
with the membership is a
year's subscription to the
SAE jorunal, discount prices
at local automotive parts
dealers, a tool loan program,
free plant tours, student
night activities in St. Louis,
discount prices on any SAE
publication, and free admission to any SAE national
exposition.
If you would like to get a
better idea about SAE, come
to our second meeting of the
semester on Tuesday, October 6 at 7:00 p.m. in Room
104 M.E . Our speaker that
evening will be from Ford
Motor Company. He will
give a talk on special
projects at Ford which include their new racing
program, high output 5-litre
Mustangs, and the 3.8 litre y6 engine.
For more information
about obtaining a mem- ,
bershlp in SAE, contact one
of the officers (Bob Metze,
Greg
Pannone,
Chris
Loeffelman
and
John
Hodgson) or drop by room
W3M.E.

SUB- concert Friday;
See Country Gazette
SOURCE:OPI
The student Union Board
at
the
University of
MissourI-Rolla will present
Country Gazette playlng its
brand
of
"blended
bluegrass" at 8 p.rn. Friday,
Oct. 2, In Centennial Hall,
University Center-East.
The band was formed In
1972 and has roots In such

West Coast country-rock
groups as the Byrds, the
F1ylng Burrito Brothers, the
Eagles, the DIlIards and the
Kentucky Colonels. It Is
composed of Alan Munde,
Roland WhIte, Joe Carr and
MIke Anderson.
The concert Is free and
open to the public on a spaceavallable basis.

§t ::JiI/
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From page 1

power plant Iri
MIssouri. Not only will the
power plant use MIssouri
coal, but it will use MIssouri
wood as well. The plant Is
expected to consume 8,000 to
10,000 tons of wood chips
each year. These chips will
('ome from various lumher
burning

be wise to obtain a ticket
beforehand, since deciding
to go at the last minute
(when you finally realize
that everybody else will be
there) will entall paying an
additional 50 cents (That's a
door-price of $2.50 for those
of you whose calculators
have malfunctioning battery

mills in the state.
The entire cost for this
project is over 7 million
dollars. There is an expected
return on the investment,
since the system Is expected
to be an economic stimulant
to the state of MIssouri.

packs). The tickets can be
purchased in advance on
Campus from Theta Tau
members or at the Key Sport
Shop.
The party, starting at 8:00
and lasting 'til 1: 00, will be
fueled by the great tunes of
the KMNR Road Show and
plenty of the standard
barreled brew ... a superb
combination guaranteed to

make any and all attendees
get up for gittin' down.
There's even no need to
worry about heavy-duty
guilt-trips from overt partyin', since the proceeds will
go to the Rolla Optimists
Club.
Now that you know how to
have a good time, the only
thing left to do is to show up
for the Hoedown.
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HOOK UP WITH
ONE OF SAN DIEGO'S
LEADING GROWfH INDUSTRIES
ON OCTOBER 12.

..

San Diego Gas & Electric Company is the fastest growing
utility in California.
Last year we added 22 ,000 new electric customers
and 11 ,000 new gas customers. The total number of
people served in each category was 773,000 and
500,000, respectively.
This year the demand for energy in San Diego is even .
greater. And so are the technolOgical challenges we face
in meeting that demand. Right now, SDG&E is exploring
a number of alternatives to costly oil-generated power
including geothermal, nuclear, coal, wind and solar.
You can help.
.
If you have a degree in Electrical or Mechanical
Engineering, we'd like to talk with you about a career in
one of the follOwing areas:
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GENERATION ENGINEERING/ELECTRIC PRODUCTION
SYSTEM PlANNING
ELECTRIC OPERATIONS
ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION ENGINEERING
SUBSTATION AND TRANSMISSION ENGINEERING
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in et
should
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~
Studen

SDG&E offers excellent salaries, comprehensive
benefits and plenty of opportunities for career growth.
Our 18-month Engineer Development Program gives new
engineers a broad overview of our operations through a
series of rotating assignments. And you can't beat San
Diego for climate, recreation and quality of living.
See your placement office to schedule an interview or
send your resume to: San Diego Gas & Electric Company,
Employment Department, P.O. Box 1831, San Diego, CA
92112. An equal opportunity employer.
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San Diego Gas & Electric

International
Tours of Rolla
Offering
Airline Tickets

- Complete Travel Arrangements - Tours - Ski Tri ps
- Groups - Hotels & Ca r Reservations
No Charge For Our Services
1023 Kingshighway
Saturdays 10:00-1:00
341-3300
Weekda ys 9-5
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Terminal rOom unaccessable to student
working hours are in the
afternoons. The time I
require on a terminal is very
brief, but frequent, as my
job directs.
Twice • a
week,
on
Tuesdays and Thursdays,
the terminal room is
reserved. On these days, my
work is hampered. Also I.am
pressed for time regarding
my class assignments. I feel
a better policy is needed
regarding the terminal
room.

Dear Gentlemen:
I would like to submlt a

complaint regarding the
policy of reserving the
computer terminal room.
First of all, I have computer classes which require
my use of the computer. I
also am employed on this
campus in a position which
also requires my access to
TSO.

My classes occupy my
morning hours and my

UMR students have missed
2.19 classes on average
SubmlttedBy
NANCY JONES
The
fifteenth student
opinion poll was beld
Tuesday, September 22, with
738 students participating
(10.9% of the students here).
Poll results:
1) Do you think the AWAC
radar planes should be sold
to Saudi Arabia?
Yes-40.1%
No - 56.9%
2)1s there a need for racial
integration'nationally?
Yes-28.2%
No - 611.8%
3) Should engineering
majors be requied to take
foreign languages?
Yes-28.3%
No - 71.3%
4) In light of America's
technological breakthroughs
and industry's increased use
of sophisticated equipment,
do you think the B.S. degree
in engineering at UMR
should be expanded to a five-

Aid

year program to include
more technological courses?
Yes-42.7%
No - 56.0%
5) Do you think the United
States should be called a
"Christian nation"?
Yes - 48.2%
No - 48.8%
6) Do you belleve in Satan?
Yes-OO.9%
No-28.9%
7) How many classes have
you skipped this semester?
0 - 40.4%
1-19.2%
2-10.8%
3 - 6.5%
4 - 5.0%
5-3.9%
10 - 2.2%
Ave. -2.19/person
The Student Opinion Poll is
held every Tuesday from
8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.rn. at the
Hockey Puck or in the
University Center-West. It is
sponsored by the Baptist
Student Union and open to all
students.

From page 1

Educational
Opportunity
Grant), National Direct
Student
Loan,
College
Workstudy and the Missouri
Grant, which are all
federally or state sponsored.
Many students here at UMR
are in these programs, and
even
though cost of
education
here
is
"relatively"
Inexpensive,
($4,085 for 81-82 per In-state
depeI;ldent student) many
may be hurt enough to
necessitate finishing their
education at a less·expensive
state or community college.
However, there doesn't
seem to be much relief in

,,

sight. The Department of
Education
has
been
abolished and the money for
education is cut more and
more, while the cost of
education rises more year
after year. As a result,
Whites urges students to
save as much money as
possible. Many students may
need to get into the Co-op
programs. He also recommends that everyone fill out
and mail in an ACT Famlly
Financial Statement after
January 1st to find out If he
or she is eligible for any sort
of federal student ald

G&D STEAK HOUSE
8 oz. Chuck Steak
6 oz. Ribeye
8 oz. Filet
7 .oz. Ham Steak
10 oz. Top Sirloin
12 oz. K.C. Strip
12 oz. T-Bone

$2.79
$3.07
· $3.65
$3.02
$5.00
$5.96
$6.92

Includes baked potato or fries and Texas toast.
Free Ice Cream With Every Meal.

G&D Steak House
Open 7 days a week 11:00 a.m.·9:00 p.m .
Forum Plaza Shopping Center

The major difficulty is that done.
But the underlying comwhen the termlnal room is
being reserved, aU the plaint is the reservation
terminals are inaccessible to itself. I pay tuition, I pay
other users. Perhaps a taxes and I would hesitate to
policy in which oniy part of listen to anyone who told me
the room is reserved would they have more right to use
be better. Opponents of this the equipment than I. Given
might claim there would be , this equal access right and
the current reservation
too
much
disturbance.
Perhaps partitions can be policy, I see no reason why I
erected to screen off a couldn't reserve the comportion of the room, This puter room for myself and a
would stili enable reserving few associates.
I would not do this as it
of terminals -and would allow
others to get their work would be very selfish and

I'm sure I would earn a few
cross names as a result.
Why is the computer room
reserved? If an instructor
needs to tell his students
details concerning class
work, we have classrooms
which should be used for this
purpose. Learning how to
use terminals surely doesn't
require 8 hours per week!
Finally I would like to
restate my complaint. I have
as much right to use the
computers as anyone else.
The current policy of

reserving the termlnal room
infringes on my rights. I
realize that additional terminals are going to be installed in the library.
those
could
However,
probably be reserved as well
unless
something
is
changed. The changes I
propose are to either
discontinue the reservation
or limlt it to only a few
termlna\s.
Student IIfRIZl

IRepublic' missed a few points
Dear Sir,
ThIs is in response to the
article "Republic If you can
keep it" by George Benson in

the "Miner" of September
24,1981.
In my humble opinion the

distinguished author has
overlooked a couple of important points which I wish
to point out. First of all, he
has neglected to make a
distinction between the
ancient Greek meaning of
democracy 'and its more
modem
interpretation.
Democracy, as practiced in
the Greek city-states, meant
rule by the majority, and is
correctly referred to as
"pure"
or
"direct"
democracy.
"Pure"
democracy can indeed he
tyrannical as it gives a
simple 51% majority complete authority, irrespectible
. of the wishes of the 49%
minority. Webster's Dictionary gives the contemporary definition of
democracy as "government
in which the people hold the
ruling power either directly
or
through
elected
representatives". Thus in a
modem democracy ' the
people exercise their power
indirectly and there. are a

number of checks on the
abuse of power by the
majority. Needless to say
that it Is the latter modem
form of democracy that is
practiced in the United
States.
It is true that the founding
fathers did not trust the
judgment of the masses and
were
consequently
apprehensive
of
"pure"
democracy. However, Mr.
Benson errs in saying that
they were "totally opposed
to democracy". The fact that
the electorate was allowed to
directly elect the members
of the House of Representatives shows that the basis
for democracy was present
in the original constitution.
Further democratization of
the Constitution over the
years is· justified by the
increase in literacy and
political awareness of the
American people which
gives them the right to
greater participation in their
government.
The second point that Mr.
Benson overlooked was that
Republic and Democracy
are not mutually exclusive
terms. It is possible for a
country to be both a
Re ublic and a Democracy

and a large number of
countries in the world are
exactly that.
America is a modem
democratic republic and in
fact one of the most
democratic countries in the

world However, It is
nowhere near being a
" pure" democracy and is in
no danger of becoming one.
Sincerely,
Munawar H. Usman

Comments
Thursday, Oct. 1, 1981
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The Diehl Montgomery
Student' finance Plan
(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)
This plan allows the students upon approved credits and
job, to buy a new car with nothing down and payments of
$25.00 per month until you are on the job. This plan is not
new. Diehl Montgomery has sold over 1000 new cars and
trucks to graduating students this way. See us for the
details. ' Also you can use your own insurance or ours.
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it.
"This is a special discount program for students. We will be
glad to quote you a price on any Ford lincoln Mercury
product ."
"The Oldest Car Dealer In Rolla"
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Nerd. This asylum to Peoria
was to take place on an
alternating schedule as
appointed by the Office of
Foreign Wizardry located at
Ninth and Rolla.

Features

In the time that followed,
the Semi-Nerd was rewarded (spiritually and financlally) for his diligent efforts, and remained in high
spirits in opposition to the
powerful magic of Rolla. His
stay in the enchanted'land of
Peoria was most frivolous.
Also, while under the enchantment of Peoria, the
Semi-Nerd was able to enter
and leave Rolla without
being affected by the magic.

Thursday, Oct. 1, 1981
MISSOURI MINER
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Magic ofRolla
By KEVIN FARRELL
Once upon a time, not too
long ago (about a year), farfar-away from St. LQuis and
even far-farther-away from
New York, was the magic
land of Rolla.
The magic of Rolla spread
far and wide across the land
and was the subject of much
discussion, even between
people in places as far away
as Doolittle. The magic
takes many forms, but can
usually be seen in the form of
rain - it always rain in
Rolla. Other more subtle
forms can be witnessed in
the inhabitants, especially
the temporary ones called
students, who usually undergo
interludes
of
depression, loneliness and
sometimes pissed-offedness.
The cure for the bad magic
of Rolla can be purchased in

many of the curing temples
found throughout the land.
The main curing temple
used to be known as the Mine
Shaft, but it is now closed.
Many people simply purchase the home cure in cans
and bottles. The students
who do nothing but cure
themselves and others are
called Board-Reps.

ability to realize that actions
made by him in the present
will ultimately affect his
future situation. Also, the
Semi-Nerd partakes heavily
of the cure occasionally.
This trait sets him apart
from the Full-Nerd who will
surely go crazy from interludes of depression,
loneliness
and
pissedoffedness.

There are several other
types of students in the

magical land of Rolla. One
type is the fellow who seems
to study too hard for his own
good. He is highly respected
by the semi-gods known as
teachers, but is sometimes
looked down upon by his
fellow students for so much
diligence displayed for
seemingly no reason. This
story is about such a SemiNerd.

One such Semi-Nerd had a
visit from a powerful wizard
from another land called
Peoria. The wizard of Peoria
was indeed powerful as he
was able to lift the mood of
the Semi-Nerd even against
the magic of Rolla. The
wizard's power was limited
to the extent that he could
not prevent rain from falling
on Rolla during his visit with
the Semi-Nerd.

What the Semi-Nerd has
The wizard offered temabove the average student is porary asylum from the
foresight. He is born with the . magic of Rolla to the Semi-

Near Andromeda
GROUNDWAVES
A long, long time ago, in a
small
providence
near
Andromeda (wherever that
may be) there was an old
and well respected institution
known
as
Universitatis Missourian.
Here at this formidable
chalet many great socerers
and
wizards
from
throughout the kingdom
would gather for an exchange of discoveries, magic
and mystery. After a busy
day all would gather in the
colonnade to endulge in the
evening festivities. Why,
even a galant Gauss was
seen partaking of the Ozone.
Anyway, the highlight of the '
event (following Newtons'
apple tricks) were the
brilliant
mUSICians,
in
particular the Knights,
Minstrels, Nymphs, and
Radioligists (old term? ).
They performed sonatta's
that
could
keep
the
pheasants as well as the
Royalty, blissful.
.
Still keeping with its noble
history KMNR strives to fill
your aureis with hallmark
melodies. So here's what
some of our modern mlnstrels have planned ...

Thursday
Comedy at6:3O.

KCUF

Until then, we will try to
keep
the
propagations
headed your way,
"Sir"K.

Monday - ELO artist
Feature at 6:00 with yours

Finally the time passed
and the Semi-Nerd had to
enter the magic showers of
Rolla once again. The SemiNerd secured adequate
housing for a good price. At
this price certain duties had
to be fulfilled. The least of
these duties was certainly
not the procurement of a
phone.
The phone is a magic
device that allows an
inhabitant of Rolla to
communicate
with
inhabitants of many other
lands. The phone magic is so
powerful that it cuts through
all other magic, even that of
Rolla.
Arrangements had been
made for the Semi-Nerd to
easily obtain his phone from
the evil phone wizards. He
only had to penetrate the evil
magic of the phone store.
Once inside the phone store,
. the Semi-Nerq faced a
horrible fate : He could be
totally ignored for an incredible amount of time. The
Semi-Nerd was ready for
this because he had heard
that even the Semi-Gods
were treated this way.
Once past this seemingly
eternal wait for service, a

truly.

Tuesday - shawn brings
you James Taylor - "Sweet
Baby James" at 12:00 a.m.
Wednesday
Yes ... "
Close to the edge" at 7:00
p.m. with Aaron.

Christopher Jewelers
Diamonds and Watches
903 Pine

Rollo . MO 364 -2264

She-Wizard informed the forgotten after death was
shaking Semi-Nerd that no being forgotten and ignored
arrangement had been made while you're still alive.
for his phone. With his hopes
Upon the Semi-Nerd's
almost smothered, the SemiNerd convinced the She- return to the phone store he
Wizard to make another · was awarded a new Phone,
check on her crystal ball. since the She-Wizards had
Finally the Semi-Nerd was already had their fun. 1be
awarded the phone. He She-Wizards couldn't resist
raced from the eVil phone insisting that the only phone
stQre and all of the evil She- they had was gold instead of
Wizards, never to return the beige one that was oragain. He thought.
dered.
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When the Semi-Nerd
Arrivmg at home the
arrived home with his prized Semi-Nerd was pleased to
phone he was completely find all magical qualities on
crushed when it didn't work. his phone to be in good order.
He plugged it into the little However, not more than two
bit of phone magic that - days later, some other piece
existed on his wall and of phone magic went sour.
nothing happened. He had no The Semi-Nerd called serchoice but to return to the vice on someone else's
evil magic of the phone phone. They sent a magic
store.
serviceman to fix the
problem but the Semi-Nerd
All the Semi-Nerd could never saw him because he is
think of was that the only invisible. (of course)
thing worse than being

By TOM BENNEY
I hope everyone had a
staggering good time at the
Septemberfest. On behalf of
the St. Pat's Board. I would
like to apologize for the
slight hassle of underage
drinkers. The roped off area
was the only method the St.
Pat's Board could use to
avoid apparent trouble with
the liquor inspectors.
Come watch the St. Pat's
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Board play the I.F.C. (l
F&!O Chickens) in the Annual Green-Grey Foothall
Classic. The clash takes
place on Friday, October 8 at
3:30 p.m. on the new
Fraternity Row Intramural
Field. There will be free beer
on the sidlines for any funloving fans. This will be an
excellent way to start your
Homecomingweekend.
Hope to see you there! !

1431 Hauck Dr .

Here Now!!

•

Vi

!:?
HOlJck Dr .

FORUM II is on exclusive st y le shop . staffed with experts utilizing the lat es t m e thod s o f Hair
Design. Once having visited and discovered th e d iff erence a Toto l Hair Care Concept ca n make .
we're su r e you wi ll find if an en joy abl e experience. Our stoff is recognized as True Sty ling Experts
who know and understand hair , and ore eager to discuss with yo u any problems you may b e ha ving .. .from selecting the proper Shampoo to using th e d ry e r and brush . Our st y li st or e happy to be
of service.
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By RICH BEE

As you remember when we
last left our tacky trio they
had exited 209 and were
piling into Scooters Ferrari.
Two beers worth of thought
had been enough to convince
Scooter that he still had no
idea what might have
happened to Bill. So they
were off ~ the physics
building to continue the
investigation.
"I think we're being
followed," said Scooter as
they pulled away from a
stoplight on Pine Street.
"Yeh, by a whole bunch of
people," noted Brad after
casting a glance at the
traffic over his shoulder.
"They can't help it. It's a
one way street," Doc pointed
out.
"Hang on gents. I'm going
to lose them," Scotter said
as he took a hard left onto
Tenth and floored it leaving
the intersection in a cloud of
blue smoke. They accelerated down Tenth to
make a screeching right onto
Main.
"Hey this is a one way
street!" Brad shouted as he
gripped the back of Doc's
seat frantically trying to
stay upright.
"I'm only going one way.
Besides, this'll confuse
them," Scooter hollered
back.
"Well
its
certainly
working on me," Doc said.
"They didn't even follow
, I"
us.
"Yeh," said Brad, "don't
you think your being a little
paranoid."
"It's my job to be
paranoid," said Scooter as
he turned onto 11th Street
and reverted to legal
driving.
"I hired a P.1. not a mental
case," Brad stated.
"That's what you think!"
Doc shot back.
The rest of the trip was
unevenUul mainly because
Doc and Brad talked Scooter
out of losing the people that
were following him. Apparently this was normal
fare when you rode with
Scooter when he was on a
case.
They finally arrived at the
physics
building.
Brad
wasn't even sure It was open,
but he certainly hoped so, so
he could get out of this story,
afterall he had some
studying to do.
"Oh it's open," remarked
Scooter. "Lucky I didn't
bring my lock picks with
me."
"Besides," Doc pointed
out, "we want to remain
inconspicuous and you don't
see many people trying very
hard to get into the physics
building."
"Now," said Scooter, "if I
were Bill where would be the
first place I'd go? "
"Well let's see probably
Dr. Schaeffer's office since
that's who he came to see,"
reasoned Brad.
"Wrong! beer breath. To

the john. He'd had five or six
and walked all the way up
here. Besides, it happens to
coincide with my plans at the
moment."
The trio entered the john
and, as they were standing
there spelling relief in a way
not mentioned in any
commercials, Scooter began
speculating abouMhe door in
the back of the jolm.
"That door, Why is it
there? Gentlemen I feel this
may be a far more serious
matter than our initial appraisal of the facts may have
indicated. The presence of
that door indicates mallcious
forethought. Being able to
step out and bludgeon an
unsuspecting student and
spirit him away to be uSed in
some hideous experiment. "
"And all these years I
thought it was storage,"
Brad said.
"It is just storage," Doc
said. "But in all detective
stories the detective has got
to go through a couple of
misleading theories before
they hit the right clue."
"Oh, I see. Then maybe
we'd better go talk to the
Schaeffer and see if Bill ever
reached there."
"Right, let's go ask the
secretary where his office
is?" said Scooter.
The three walked into the
front office Scooter spoke
first.
"Excuse
me,
we're
looking for Dr. Schaeffer. Do
you know where his office
is?"

"Oh, I'm afraid he's not in
today. On Saturday's he does

volunteer work out at the
hospital."
"Very
interesting! "
Scooter said glancing back
at Doc and Brad. "What type
of volunteer work?"
"He works as a sedative."
"Well, that fits in with
what Bill says about him,"
pointed out Brad.
"He won't be back until
Monday. Maybe I can help."
"Were looking for Bill
Miner. Maybe you saw him;
about Thursday afternoon,
lanky,
dorky
looking
fellow."
"Oh yes he was in here. He
was
looking
for
Dr.
Schaeffer too. Say, isn't he
that guy in the paper?"
"Yeh that the 0-;
Scooters voice trailed off. He
stood there staring into
space for a moment before
he moaned, "Oh! What a fool
I've been! "
"Which time," queried
Doc.
"This time. I know where
he is, I mean at least I know
someone who .would," said
Scooter speaking more
accurately now. "Can I use
your phone! Local call."
"Sure go ahead."
Scooter picked up the
phone and began dialing.
Then Brad spoke up.
"Who would know?"
"Rich Bee," said Scooter.
"Who?"
"Rich Bee, he's writing

this story he'd have to know!
Hello! Is Rich Bee there?"
said Scooter speaking into
the phone now.
"Just a moment I'll
check." came the voice over

the phone.
"Why didn't I think of this
earlier?" said Scooter while
he was waiting.
"Hello?"
"Yeh, Rich? This is
Scooter."
"Hey Scooter! What's
up?"
"Well big guy I need help
on a case. You got time? I'm
not interupting anything am
I?"
"No, I was just writing
this story. "
"Great, now it's the Bill
Miner case."
"Whooah
slow
down
Scooter I've got to write this
down. Okay, now what about
it?"
"Yeh well, where is he?"
"Why should I tell you?
You're only a ficticious
character."
"You've got to tell me."
"No I don't I'm writing
this."
"I
could have you
arrested!"
"Sure arrested by one of
my own characters. Nope,
I've got the pen you do what I
write. Like a backflip. "
Doc and Brad watched as
Scooter did a backflip and
got tangled up in the
telephone cord.
"Well then why'd you have
me call you?"
"Oh I plan on telling you.
I'm just kidding around.
Besides the editor told me to
end this series. Say what's it

feel like being ficticious?"
"It's hard to get loans.
Well where is he?"
"He's down in the
dungeon. He was drunk and
miscounted the doors. It's
the ninth one on the left.
Incidently he didn't go to the
john when he got to the
physics building."
"Oh, well I had to. Why
was he down there so long?"
"He got lost in the vast
expanse of the dungeon when
that lab's circuit breaker
blew. He slept halfway
through Friday. Then he met
a grad student whose been
lost since '75 and been living
off his stash of fil! newtons. "
"I see. Well we'd better go
get him. Thanks big guy! "

"Don't mention it."
"See you in the funny

papers."
"Okay Bye!"
Scooter hung up the phone,
then turning to Doc and Brad
said. "He's lost in the
dungeon!"
"Well lets go get him,"
said Brad.
"Okay, we'll need a circuit
breaker turned on," Scooter
said to the secretary.
"As the trio walked out of
the office Scooter began.
"Look's like another case
solved by the detective
powers of Scooter P.1. Say
did I tell you about the
Maltese Owl. It began one
party weekend ...
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Your Entertainment Center in Rolla!
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SOUNOWORKS

•
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•

Tuesday Night is ''Ladies Night"
,.
Thursday Night is "College Night"
Tues. & Thurs . Nights a r e .
" Bowling Shirt Night"

•

·• I.• • • •·
•

Martin Spring Drive. Rolla

364 · 5200

•

AS AN ENGINEER WITH
ESPEY HUSTON & ASSOCIATES
IN HOUSTON, TEXAS
"

.on~ ofENR'S Top 500, we are a Civil Engineering
and Consulting Firm located in Houston, Texas.
" As an Engineer with a consulting firm, you will find
a broad spectrum of professional possibilities and
career development.
The skills and knowledge you have attained can
now be used as a Civil Engineer in Public Works,
Land Development, Hydraulics, Hydrology, and
Water Resources Design.
We can also offer you advancement possibilities as
well as excellent benefits, such as 3 WEEKS PAID
VACATIONS and FULL HOSPITALIZATION &
MAJOR MEDICAL COVERAGE.
Consider shaping your future with Espey Huston &
Associates.
Send your Resume to:
MR. PAUL BARKER
ESPEY HUSTON & ASSOCIATES
2727 NORTH LOOP WEST
SUITE 500
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77008
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Hwy. 63 S. & Hwy. 72 E. Rolla

WAI.iMART

9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Prices Good Th ru Sat., Oct. 3, 1981

On

5112" Circular Saw
-D esign ed for home use
- 8 H. P. max motor output
-G reat for paneling
plywood, molding,
trim work & shelv ing
- No. 730.0.

18.00
marks
in the'

7104

''we've

musicil
the DiI
foundel

shared

with Bi
A LittJ

conbibj
back~

iIbwn.

Black & Deckep

e

12.88

Power
Cutter
- Performs a multitude
of cutting jobs
-Variable speed switch
for good control
- No . 7975

59.26

Jimm

McEueI

3/4 H.P. Router

-~~~~~~r;~?nV~So~~~S'
compositions,

35 2 7

- Needs no grounding
- No. 760.4

•

remainI

Fadden
aCOUSUt
authori(

3/8" Drill

!he ath

-D ouble insulated, needs
no ground ing
-B y Black & Dec ker
-A good choice for ge neral
pu rpose work around
home or wo rk-shop

satile

J

steeJ gt

acousUc
"Mullen

Americr
Wl'OteIl1

Band Vi

tencrsa

10 Pc. Drill Bit Set

Bassist

-Prem ium , plus
high speed tw ist
drill bits
-Folding plastic case
-No . 71-0.1 0.

WOO

back~

ticipa~

!be song
Magic,

8.64
"Someone has to stop inflation .. . at
Wal-Mart we're doing it every day."

Look for this sign in our
store , it marks name
brand items with new
lower everyday inflation
stopping prices.

!~?3 5.97

Blade Pack

-7Y. ..
- Combination , crosscut,
plywood
- No . 73-30.0.

Jig Saw Blade
Assortment

- 10. Blades in a handy
select-a-blade package
- No. U1337

addition
~
!be
Records
~tE

~

Dustbuster

,

k"1IannoJ
bafltoar1

- Less th an 2 Ibs.,
easy to handle
- Cordless,
rech argeable
-No . 9330.

~

features

~Ri
dt ShI(

23.86

~g!l)
"BadJ

ltorns~
WAL-MART' S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY - Ii is our inlention to have every advertised item in stock,
however , If due to any unforeseen reason , an advertised item IS not available for purchase , Wa~Mart will issue a Rain
Check on request, lor the merchandise to be purchased at the sale price whenever available, or will sell you a similar
item at a comparable reduction In price. We reserve the right to lirnit quantities.
VI

~tar on

WAl;MART

• Wal Mart Sells for less. W •• I M.tr' Spll ... fOf t .......... W.tl M.Ht St"lh fo, l ... ~ .... Wdl M eHt Sells fOf less. Wal Mart Sells for less. W al M art Sells for less. Wal
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Big on broccoli
By K.K.

THE DIR1~ llAlVl)
tn.

Return of the Dirt Band
Band since its inception and
On
their tenth an- "Harmony".
An American Dream (the those same values are still
niversary, they dropped
"nitty gritty" and became Dirt Band's last album) vital to this legendary band.
In fact, 'Make A Little
the Dirt Band. That was in sparked a resurgence of
1976 - which means they've Interst In the group when the Magic is a remarkable
done fourteen years of title track took off to beocme album for the Dirt Band. The
touring and recording. Make a top 10 ,hit. Now Make A power, versatility, and sense
Little
Magic
is
ex- of humor is undeniable. The
A Little Magic is the result.
The new LP, their tenth, periencleng the same suc- hit single is a song that
shows the band has again
marks an important moment cess pattern.
The Dirt Band has an extended its range. The
In their history. It's because
"we've got the best group of illustrious history. Formed band's version of the CIndy
hit
"Anxious
musicians we've ever had In In 1966, the band was Bullens'
the Dirt Band", says band honored In 1m to' be the first Heart" finds the band emfounder Jeff Hanna, who rock band Invited to play In ploying a beat that gives
shared production chores Russia. The dirt Band has song new energy.
'Make A Little Magic is
with Bob Edwards on Make appeared on both Saturday
A Little Magic. Hanna also Night Live and Midnight another giant step forward
contributes guitar, lead and Special within the last year. for the Dirt Band. They've
background vocals to the Touring constantly, the band paid their dues and enenjoys consistent catalog tertained millions of fans
'8Ibum.
Jimmie Fadden and John sales, expeclally from ' Its during their illustrious
career. The fact that they
McEuen are the two other Will The CIrcle Be Unbroken
remaining band founders. and Stars And Stripes continue to grow is a tribute
albums.
Ex- to their determination to
Fadden plays electric and Forever
acoustic harmonica and co- citement and commitment to communicate with a huge
authoried two of the songs on musical standards ' have audience that is always
the album. The ever ver- been hallmarks of the Dirt impatient for a musical treat
from the Dirt Band.
satile McEuen plays lap
steel guitar, mandolin and
acoustic
guitar
(on
"Mullen's Farewell To
America", which he cowrote with Al Garth, the Dirt
Band virtuoso on alto and
tenor sax, violin and viola).
Bassist Richard Hathaway,
who
also
contributes
background vocals, participated In writing five of
the songs on Make A Little
Magic. A significant new
addition to the band is Bob
Carpenter. Formerly with
the Aspen based Columbia
Records group Starwood,
Carpenter sings lead vocals
on "Leigh Anne" and
"Harmony",
plays
keyboards
and
sings
background vocals.
Make A Little Magic also
features the talents of
.drummerlpercusslonist
Rick Shlosser, Haden Gregg
(background vocals on
"AnxIous
Heart"
and
When you bring in this ad.
"Badlands"), and Geoffrey
Morris who plays slide
guitar on "Too Good To Be
True". Nicolette Larsj)n also
makes a significant contribution to Make A Little
Magic singing background
and harmony vocals on the
title track, "Do It" and ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , . . /

Miner
14

Special

I read a short but informative article in the
Globe-Democrat this past
weekend that I thought I
might pass on to the student
body of UMR. The article
Informed the general public
of a new brochure written by
the
American
Cancer
Society entitled "Eleven
ThIngs that Don't Cause
Cancer." Actually there are
more than just eleven things,
but only mentioned eleven.
The UMR campus has a lot
to go on.
In the category of foods,
the things that don't cause
cancer are broccoli, popcorn, chicken and pineapple.
Broccoli is the representative for the fresh vegetable
group. As long as the spinach
and lima beans are left in the
garden most of us can handle
this. Popcorn, the proverbial
late night study snack, is
consumed by every college
student at some time. And
chicken, well it's cheap and
on the usually tight budget
and limited cooking skills of

Along with the rest and
relaxation, a little exercise
could be thrown In. A little
touch football, frisbee, or
softball never hurl anybody.
(Remember the alcohol is In
moderation) Frisbee is the
main leisure sport at the
college level. (It may come
In a close second to one
other).
With all this going for us
we here at UMR should live
to a ripe old age. Just try not
to get pickled too often, and
get lots of R anti R.

Quality Cleaner.
Expert Cleaning
108 W. 71h 51r_1

Reasonably Priced
Rolla. Mo. 65<101

CAREER CHEMISTR Y: It's what makes engineering jobs Engineering Futures at Northern Petrochemical. New engineers aren't left to sink or swim when they join Northern Petrochemical Co, On
the job on technical projects in close contact with experienced personnel, engineers get the
opportunity to provide innovative solutions to problems, see the results and gain the know-how
needed to develop fullest career potential.
That's just one reason engineering is more than a job at Northern Petrochemical, one of five
major divisions of Internorth, a $3 billion energy company with a broad petrochemical line that
includes the nationally marketed PEAK anti-freeze and coolant.
A Northern Petrochemical representative will be on campus Oct,13 . 1981 , to discuss the
following excellent opportunities:
'
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS - Structural design. ASME Code work, piping desig'l and
mechanical equipment specification and application all will be among your responsibilities in a wide
range of challenging, diverse aSSignments,
P,ROCESS ENGINEERS - Your versatility will be invaluable in handling studies for plant
mod,f,callon and new eqUipment and processes, as well as assisting troubleshooting operations and
feasibility studies. You'll be involved in process and start-up on capital projects, and help' prepare
final process and engineering flow diagrams and equipment and controls specifications,:
Our highly competitive salaries and comprehensive benefits are pegged to our dynamic growth,
To get the whole story on the career chemistry that makes being part of Northern Petrochemical a
formula for your future stop at the Placement Office and make an appointment.

Dr. Pepper

mite meli

to know that your favorite
activities are helping you to
prevent cancer. (Just a little
note - The alcohol, sorry to
say, is in moderation. None
of this, "I must have had a
good time, I don't remember
anything. ")

A THOUSAND ACRE SITE,
ONE BILLION POUNDS
OF PETROCHEMICAL
PRODUCTS,
ONE HECK OF A CAREER!

FREE
oz.

With purchase
of any Sandwich

us away from home have
chicken as a staple. Fruits,
whence
the
pineapple,
probably are lacking most.
Instead of a bag of potato
chips or lemon drops, try an
apple or two.
Now the good news: Out of
the rest of the eleven things,
five are popular activities of
the Rolla campus. At the top
of the list is alcohol (surprised?), then sitting In the
cool shade, relaxation and
avoiding stress, fresh air,
and laughing. These five
categories are heartily
combined at such activities
as Septemberfest, Greek
Week, and St. Pat's. What
better way to spend an afternoon than with a beer or a
glass of wine, sitting in the
shade of a big oak tree,
laughing and telling stories
with yoUr friends. It's good

tJ

Northern
Petrochemical
Company

i

-•
iii
i
til
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The Brothers of Theta Xi
are proud to present Ms.
Lori Gochanour as their 1981
Homecoming Queen candidate. Lori, a sophomore in
Chemical Engineering here
at
the
University
of
Missouri-Rolla,
is
the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Gochanour of Buffalo,
Ill. This sparkling blue-eyed
beauty is a member of Chi
Omega sorority, Golden
Heart of Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Society
of
Women
Engineers, Gymnastic Club,
AICHE, and served as a
UMR
cheerleader
last
semester. Her interests
include camping, traveling,
and participating actively in
intramural sporis. We, the
men of Theta Xi, think Lori's
vivacious personality and
radiant appearance make
her an excellent candidate
for the title of Homecoming
Queen.

Thursday, Oct. 1, 1981
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The Ladles of Alpha-KA
are proud to present Ms.
DenIse A. Ford as their 1981
Homecoming Queen candidate.
Denise, originally from St.
Louis, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William G. Ford,
Jr.
Ms. Ford, a senior in
Geological Engineering, has
participated in many student
activities here at UMR,
Currently, DenIse is a
member of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc.-Boule
Chapter. She has also been a
member of the Association
for Black Students, the
Club,
the
Photography
Student Union Board and
Student Council.
We, the Ladles of AlphaKA, feel that Denise Is a
worthy UMR Homecoming
Queen candidate.

flJ edt

!7fte-n~

:l{aftfta <J))etta
The Sisters of Kappa Delta
are pleased to announce
Beth Spencer as our
Homecoming Queen candidate. Beth's sparkling
personality and lively sense
of humor make her an
outstanding candidate. A
campus leader, she has
served as vice-president of
Panheilenic, and second
vice-president
and
corresponding secretary of
A.P.O. Beth has contributed
her time and talents to
Kappa Delta as House
Manager,
Alumnae
Relations Chairman, and
Fund-raising Chairman. She
has also participated in
Intramurals
and
IFC
Bowling. Beth is from St.
Louis and is a senior in
Metallurgical Engineering.
Bright, enthUSiastic, and
fun-loving,
Beth
would
represent
UMR's
Homecoming in the best

Campus Club is proud to
as
It's
announce
Homecoming Queen candidate, the gorgeous, blondehaired, blue-eyed, VIcki
Boeckman. Vicki is the
daughter of Fred and Ruth
Boeckman of Jefferson City,
Missouri. She Is a fresbman
in undecided engineering
and likes swlmmlng and
tennis. While attending
Helias High School, VIcki
was a member of the ~
pettes and the SpanIsh Club.
We're sure you'll agree,
Vicki is the perfect choice
for Homecoming Queen,
1981.

---

:l{a'ten :l{oIt/
~hi (/)'lnep
The Sisters of Chi Omega
are proud to present Karen
Kohi as our candidate for
Homecoming Queen.
Karen is a graduate
student in chemistry and is a
member of ACS. She is
currently the treasurer of
Chi Omega and is serving
her second consecutive tenn
as president of Lambda Chi
Alpha Crescents.
We feel that her natural
chann and beauty make her
an ideal choice for the honor
of presiding over the
Homecoming court.

The Brothers of PI Kappa
Alpha are proud to present
Miss Sherr! Puckett as our
Homecoming Queen Candidate. Sherr! is from
Paducah, Kentucky, where
she was the valedictorian of
her high school graduating
class. She is a freslunan
majoring
in
Nuclear
Engineering. Miss Puckett
has a very charming
southern accent and enjoys a
wide
activities.

.Ata1?ie !7'1nUh

:J{a/t/ta [/Ji[rna

P!!!!!!!I!!!!!!!!!!!!
We the Brothers of
Kappa Sigma
wish to present Miss
Smith as our candidate
Homecoming
Queel)..
Margie's outgoing personality, campus activities,
and beauty make her the
ideal choice to represent
UMR
as
Homecoming

We, the Brothers of Sigma
Tau Gamma, are proud to
present Miss Molly Byrne
our
choice
for
Homecoming Queen.
is the lovely daughter
and Mrs. James Byrne

::;I-~~I!IJ!I!I!~"~• •!'.'.II'II!IJ!I!I!~Q~u!!!!ee!!!!n~'!!!!!!!!~~~!!!!!'!II!I!I!I!!!!!!'!I+."!!!!!.

the city of Glendale,
Molly is a member of u
Student Union Organization
and of the Society of Women
Engineers. The Brothers of
Sigma Tau Gamma feel that
Molly's
cuteness
and
sparkling personallty make
her the best choice for
Homecoming
Queen
to
rep,res:ent UMR in 1981.

The Brothers of Triangle
Fraternity are proud to
present Miss Janet Meiners,
the lovely daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Meiners of
St. Louis, MO as our 1981
Homecoming Queen can~oofuu
didate.
9?~
~ht'
A lftha
Janet is a Junior transfer
student from the University
We, the associates and
of Mo.-St. Louis, majoring in brothers of Lambda Chi
Mechanlcal
Engineering. Alpha, proudly announce our
Janet is looking forward to 1981 Homecoming Queen
becoming actively involved candidate, Suzanne Cooper.
in campus activities and her
The
associates
and
glowing smile and radiant brothers of Lambda Chi
personallty has won her Alpha feel that Suzanne has
many new friends in a short the characteristics, and
background
that
are
time.
We feel that Miss Meiners, required of a Homecoming
with her many superb Queen.
quallties make her the
Here at Rolla Suzanne Is a
perfect choice to represent member of ASCE and plans
the University of Mo.-Rolla.
major
in
Civil
to
Engineering. She Is a Kappa
Delta pledge and a resident
of Thomas Jefferson Hall.
Suzanne is an entering
freshman, but with the
organizations,
offices,
responsibilities,
and
dedication she has and plans
to carry on we, the
associates and brothers of
Lambda Chi Alpha, feel that
she Is an excellent choice as
Homecoming Queen.

9?au 'ta Y'tyIe-t
1e{a fra u A lftlta
The Sisters of zeta Tau
Alpha
take
pride
in
presenting Laura Plyler as
their
candidate
for
Homecoming Queen.
Laura takes great interest
in campus organizations as
well as zeta. She has served
as president and secretary of
the Panhellenic Council, is a
member of the PI Kappa
Alpha Little Sisters and the
Student Union Board among
other activities.
In her fourth year here at
UMR, Laura is majoring in
ChemiStry. We at zeta Tau
Alpha feel that as a senior,
along with her numerous
activities, she makes an
excellent representative for
the UMR campus at
Homecoming.

8 '1nG
Y'hi :l{afilUl P7hela

frl!lUMa <J)) 1J'~
<J))etta !7tfr'lna &'hi
The men of Delta Sisma
Phi are proud to have Miss
Teresa Dvorsky repres:ent
them as their candidate for
the
1961
Homecoming
Queen.
Teresa, the daughter of
Beverly Garde of Arnold,
Mo. and Larry Dvorsky of
Sunny Vale, Calliornla, is
yet undecided on her career
choice here at UMR. Even
though she has been at Rolla
for a short time, she Is
already a member of SWE
and active at 'Thomas Jefferson Resident Hall.
We at Delta Sigma Phi feel
that Teresa's attractiveness,
personality
and chann
make her an outstanding
choice
for
the
1981
Homecoming Queen.

The men of Phi Kappa
Theta are proud to nominate
Miss Sue Ems as their 1981
Homecoming Queen candidate. Sue is a sophomore
majoring in Engineering
Management at UMR, and is
a pledge of Kappa Delta
Sorority. She is a 1980
graduate of Mehlvllle High
School, and her favorite
hobby is singing.
As a Little Sister of Phi
Kappa Theta, Sue Is a
frequent guest, and is well
known to all the Brothers.
We feel her beauty, chann,
and poise would highlight
Homecoming festivities if
she were chosen Queen.

!7abW ..;IIoIde
f/eclt-8nflme ~1u6
The members of TechEngine Club are pleased to
present Miss Sabre Nolde.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. George Nolde.
Although originally from
Bonne Terre, Mo., Sabre has
recently returned from
living three years in
Panama, Central America.
A freshman in Computer
Science, Sabre llsts her
hobbies
as:
horseback
radlng, tennis, Swimming.
arts and crafts, hiking, and
travel. All these qualities
contribute to make Sabre an
outstanding
Homecoming
Queen candidate.

u
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'Q,UA.een 9''lnattU1-ood
fPi ;J{aftfta 9"hi

Pee .Ann

$~ if}iUlta'ln

hi are proud to enter
[aureen Smallwood as their
1111 Homecoming Queen
mdidate. Maureen is a
'eShman
maJonng
in
omputer Science. She atlnded Webster Groves High
cbool in St. Louis while
~ding in Shrewsberry in
t. Louis. Her hobbles are
lCCer and other outdoor
lOrts. She also enjoys Rolla
artIes.

The Men of Sigma Phi
Epsilon take great pride in
presenting
Miss
Jenny
Gillham as their candidate
for Homecoming Queen.
Jenny, a blond-haired, blueeyed junior in Mechanical
Engineering is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Gillham of Independence
Mo. Jenny is a very active
member of the Golden
Hearts of Sigma Phi Epsilon.
With ber charm and beauty,
we are confident that there
could be no better choice
than Jenny for UMR's
Homecoming Queen.

li l " i : _
;J{Mn~ O)fi/k~

.Alftha 9"hi.A1ftha

We, the Brothers of the
Epsilon Psi chapter of the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Incorporated
proudly
present our Homecoming
Queen candidate; the lovely
Miss Kimberly Wilkes.
Miss Wilkes, a 5' 3" browneyed, black haired beauty is
a transfer student from
UMKC. Kimberly is a junior
in Engineering Management
with a Civil Engineering
preference. A native of
Kansas
City,
Missouri,
Kimberly enjoys
roller
skating, 'tennis and movies
especially comedies and lov~
stories.
1be Brothers of Alpha
. . . . . .!!!!!!II The men of Epsilon Psi
i:psilon Pi are proud to
strongly feel that Kimberly
)resent Miss Sue Lafond as
possesses
the
most
lur 1981 Homecoming Queen
cherished qualities, charm,
:andldate. She is a junior
grace and character, that all
ransfer
student
from
elegant young women of
!:astern IllinOis, majoring in
:omputer science. We feel
desire...,._ ..........
hat Sue's charm and sweet
The men and women of the
present Miss
>ersonality make her an
lXcellent
choice
for
Sherrill as our canrIomecoming Queen 1981.
for Homecoming.
1Ij!!l!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!'-!!!!!~~~!!!'!!!~!!!!!!!~!!!!!!!~!I!I!I!!!I!'!!!!!!!!!~~I~;~:;~,~ 5'on6" campus
honey-blonde,
is
1""
in the
University
Band
and
Chamber Wind Ensemble.
Her interests are volleyball,
photography, and music. We
believe Terri will best
represent the UMR campus
as Homecoming Queen.
The men of Tau Kappa
Epsilon are proud to present
Miss
Janet Walsh. A
member of Kappa Delta
sorority as well as a
Daughters of Diana. Janet, a
sophomore,
majors
in
Engineering Management.
From St. Louis, Janet attended Riverview Gardens
High School and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Walsh. Janet's

dl!l!'·'·~I!I!· ~I!I!·~I!I!· · !'!I· · !'!I·:!~!I!'··~!I!'····!I!'··
I!' ·fon!l!'·:
··!I···",,··.:e""d"'~"'··~"'.·':"'l~';
!'·

TJHA is proud to present
Miss Ronda Volmer as its
1981 Homecoming Queen
candidate. This is Ronda's
second year at UMR, and
she is majoring in Electrical
Engineering and Computer
Science. Her hobbies include
horseback ' riding
and
various sports, such as
basketball, and tennis. She is
. ;;,:·.~~i:;·:·
also very active in the
:J{atldeen .A~
women's sports, and other
organizations as well, here
'avn,aI£Q/n ~ .A(:#:A atTJ.
She is the daughter of
Kathleen M. Arb, daughter
Ursula and Ronald Volmer
If Mr. and Mrs. Bobby L.
\rb, is an entering freshmen of Plato, Mo. We feel that her
personallty,
and
It the University of MIssouri warm
It Rolla and plans to major natural charm make her an
ideal
candidate
for
n Economics.
Homecoming Queen.
Kathleen graduated from
it. Pius X High School of
~ansas City Missouri in May
)f 1981. She now represents
~arnahan Hall, located on
lOS W. 14th St., and the
~oteI Housing Association
n the Homecoming Queen
:ontest.
Kathleen was ,employed at
Montgomery Wards for two
Years, and as mentioned
before, Is now a full time
student at UMR.

)iii

The men of Beta Sigma Psi
take great pride and
pleasure in announcing Miss
Ellen Moore as their candidate for 1981 Homecoming
Queen.
Ellen, a sophomore in
Electrical Engineering here
at UMR, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Moore
of Florissant, Mo. This attractive blue-eyed blonde is
a member of the Little
Sisters of the Gold Rose and
a former member of the
UMR women's bowling
team. She enjoys people, the
outdoors and athletics, such
as bowling and racquetball.
With her warm, out-going
and fun-loving personality,
the brothers of Beta Sigma
Psi feel that Ellen would
make an ideal queen of
Homecoming 1981.

.A(atthe(.6.~

9'~a

9'itrm,a 9"hi 8ftoilon

1be Brothers of Pi Kappa
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The southern gentlemen of
the Beta Alpha Chapter of
the Kappa Alpha Order are
proud to present Miss M~
WhItmer,
daughter ' of
Colonel and Mrs. Allen
WhItmer, as our 1981
Homecoming Queen candidate. Mary is a secondsemester
freshman
majoring
in
Child
Psychology. She is an active
member of the Daughters of
Lee, a spirited UMR
cheerleader, and a member
of the Chamber Choir. This
blonde haired, blue-eyed
beauty also enjoys playing
the piano and all sports. The
brothers of Kappa Alpha
believe Mary would be an
unparalled choice to reign
over this years Homecoming
festivities•.. . . .

Jlfa

The men of Sigma Nu
Fraternity are proud to
present Lee Ann Matthews
as our Homecoming Queen
candidate.
Lee
Ann's
stunning beauty together
with her effervescent personality make her the Ideal
choice for his honor.
Lee Ann, a sophomore in
Engineering Management at
UMR, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Franklin Matthews
of Rolla. She is involved in
many activities; including
being
advertising
representative for the Miner
and ASEM. Her hobbies
include playing the plano,
running and sewing.
Lee Ann's friendly attitude
and ready smile make her
welcome wherever she goes,
and we at Sigma Nu are
honored to have this beauty
as our candidate.

We, the men of Delta Tau
Delta are proud to present
Miss Kammie Akers as our
candidate for Homecoming
Queen.
Kammie, a sophomore
majoring in life sciences, is
very active on campus. She
is a member of Kappa Delta
Sorority, the Inter-fraternity
associate representative for
Kappa Delta, a member of
Alpha Chi Sigma, and is also
very active iIi the UMR
band. She enjoys competing
in many different intramural sports, has an
interest in art, and enjoys
many different types of
music.
We feel that Kammie's
outgoing personality and
radiating charm make her
an excellent choice for
Homecoming Queen.

...
1/

i
II

The men and women of
G.D.I. are proud to present
Sharon Berger as their 1981
Homecoming Queen candidate. Sharon is a freshman
majoring in Engineering
Management. We think
Sharon would make an excellent homecoming queen
because of her friendly
outgoing nature and spirited
personality. Sharon is interested in meeting people
and joining organizations
and clubs. Sharon is
presently a member of the
concert committee, (a part
of the Student Union Board),
the Special Events Committee of Thomas Jefferson
Hall Association, the Outdoors Club, and in the
process of becoming a
member of the ASEM. We
are very proud to have
Sharon Berger as our 1981
Homecoming Queen candidate!

The men of Sigma Pi are
honored to present, Miss
Lori Ann King as our
Homecoming Queen can·
didate. Miss King is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob King of Jefferson city,
Missouri. The time Lori has
spent here at UMR has
gotten her involved in Zeta
Tau Alpha Sorority, Tau
Beta Sigma Music Sorority
in which she is currently an
officer, and the UMR
Marching Band where she is
Flag Corps Captain. We feel
that Lori's bright smile,
charming personality, and
involvement in various
campus activities. would
make her an excellent choice
to represent our University
as Homecoming Queen.
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Sink. These sinkholes were

the far end of the pond.

Too nice a day for studying,
definitely. This might be
called "Indian Summer," a
brief time of warmth In the
fall before the cold weather
sets In for good, except for
one thing, well two things.
First, it never did get that
hot this summer and,
second, it has never been
that cold yet. Face it, we've
been lucky this year.
While the weather ts still
nice, get out and enjoy it.
Those of you with convertibles, I don't need to tell
youhowniceitistocruise
down a country road with the
top down. Those of you
without one, I advise asking
a friend or even an
acquaintanCe to take you on
a drive. It's an exhilarating
experience.
Another possibility to get

formed long ago by the
collapse
of
some
underground eave system but
are
quite
safe
now.
SlaughterSinktsaboutthree
quarters of a mile across and
150 feet deep with very steep
si<Jes and several nice cliffs
and lookout points. A trail
leads down from the road by
Conical Sink to a rocky
parapet that sticks out from
the side of the sink. The view
from here is very nice and
ideal for watching the turtle
races at the bottom (nod,
nod, wink, wink). These
sinks are located just off 1-44
west of Jerome. Ail these
places except Meramec
Springs can be found on the
U.S.G.S. Rolla 15 minute
quadrangle avallable at U.S.
Geological Survey east on
10th St. for about $1.25. For

Remember its not just for
Septemberfest
anymore. ~
Scattered around town are
various mini-parks, some
with
benches
and
playground equipment. (We ~
big kids like to have fun too I)
Even the Quad on campus or
the grassy area surrounded
by EE, Civil, and Library
can be nice for short naps or
meditation.
Last, but not least, an
enjoyable experience awalts
those who heed the cry of "to
the Tower, to the Tower"
("Rupunzel, Rapunzel, let
down your hair") on a nice
warm clear night. The Vichy
Flretower 15 miles north on
Highway 63 or the Pilot Knob
Firetower 10 miles on 63
offer excellent views of the
countryside
and
are
especially enjoyable on

out and enjoy the weather is
open to those with twowheelers. Wbether you've

greater detail, 7.56 minute
quad. topographic maps,
each covering '14 of the

moonlit
nights.
Recent
changes to 63 North may
eause difficulty In locating

got horse-power or pedal
power, take along a friend
and double your pleasure,
double your fun.
For those of you with just
plain wbeels, there are many
very nice parks close by,
well north the short trip.
Lane Springs, the ever
popular weekend (beer bust)
picnic park, features the
little Piney River with it
swimming hole by the
campgrounds or for the
brave and foolish, go wading
In the spring by the picnic
grounds. There is even a
eave somewhere across the
river, but I never made it
that far. Meramec Spring
Park, east of St. James on
Highway 8 has picnic areas,
softhall fields, remaIns of an
old iron works, a high
volume spring with trout
hatchery
and
fishing

above,arealsoavallable.
the Vichy Tower so look
For
those
on
foot,
sharp for the turnoff and the
depending on how far you
outline of the tower In the
want to walk, there are some
treetops just north of Vichy
nice places fairly close by.
Airport. Pilot Knob Tower is
Schuman Park just a couple
located on the east side of 635
blocks east of campus on
before you get to Lane
16th Street has nice open
Springs, but requres a short
fields for frisbee or softhall.
walk from the highway as
Ber Juan Park at 10th and
the access road has a
Hollaway
has
softball
<;balned ~ate.
diamondsamuchnicerpond
So,hey-now,getoutthere
than Frisco, and a runningandcatchsomemays.Enjoy
exercise trail with different
the weather, you're free
stations along the way
time (if you have any) and
featuring different exer·
God's beautiful world while
cises. This asphalt path is
you can. Remember, mlds
also popular with the
are just around the corner!
skateboarding crowd. A
• _____________-.

~~~thsisa:!ce~~c!

to spend the day. Private
run, admission is $1 per
Mill Creek State
ehicl
v
e.

r=~so~th~l!e:~

hiking trall to a eave,
campgrounds, picnic tables
and barbecue grills. But
watch out for them Ar·

~:: ~:m~u::c:::~r:r~
National Forest with an
Interesting
stoneconstruction
spring-pool
which flows Into a large
Taking
the
pond.
southeastern road from Mill
Creek about 2 miles you will
find a parking area and trall
to the Natural Bridge, a
short, wide-mouth eave
open at both ends. On the
way back, if the weather ts
warm and you're wearing
shorts or swimsuit, stop by
the swimming hole on the
LlttlePlneyatNewburgjust
below the bridge. It's not too
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"T
asty Taters"·Variety Baked Potatoes I
1. THE TYPICAL TATER A FRESH , HOT BAKED I
POTATO TOPPED WITH CREAMY BUTTER.
99' I
2. THE TYPICAL TATER PLUS WE 'VE TOPPED OUR I
No.1 WITH GRATED CHEESE , SOUR CREAM , AND
SPRINKLED iT WITH DICED CHIVES AND REAL I
BITS OF BACON.
$1.29 I
3. THE CHILI TATER THIS TATER IS SMOTHERED IN I
HOT , MEATY CHILI AND TOPPED WITH SHREDD· I
ED CHEDDAR CHEESE
$1.39 I
4. THE TATER·Q FOR THE MEAT LOVER , WE 'VE I
COVERED THIS TATER WITH HOT BAR · B·Q BEEF
AND SAUCE AND TOPPED IT WITH SHREDDED I
CHEDDAR CHEESE
.
$1.69 I
5. PORKY TATER WE'VE FILLED THIS TATER WITH I
HOT CHOPPED HAM AND GRATED CHEESE AND I
THEN WE COVERED IT ALL WITH WHIPPED BUT·
TER AND SOUR CREAM .
$1.59 I
I
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If you welcome the stimulation inherent in creati ng a new generation
of medium and largescale mainframe
com puter systems,
consider NCR Engineering & Manufacturing / San Diego .
We are an organization
that's generated two new
NR facilities and pro' duced an engineering staff
that's showing the way in
systems architecture . Virtual
systems. Multiprocessing . Data
base management. Firmware
emulation. PASCAL-based OS
language . VLSI technology.
"
Upward pat h engineering
. In
short. everything that creates
Total System capabilities for
business needs of the 80's and
90's.
Something else you'll like .
Although our products and California hilltop facilities are largesc al e , you 'll work in small ,
highly visible project teams that
offer uncommon program diversity , There is easy multidisciplin e c ommunicat ion , movem e nt between p roje c ts , and
w ide c areer path opt ions . In a
word , you will find exposure ,
And a unique learning
e nvironment .
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And, you 'll be working within a few
miles of the ocean and minutes
from downtown San Diego . Learn
more by scheduling an on campus
interview through your Placement
Office, or by writing: Mr. Hal _
Ostrander, NCR Corporation,
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By M. DEAN ANGOVE

Witch. What does It make
you think of? What? You say
perhaps a ragged, old lady
with a wart on the end of her
nose? Perhaps you think of
someone under the influence
of ~r-human or possible
Satanic powers. The dictlonary defines a witch as a
female magician, a sorceress. But whatever your
dialect, whatever phrase you
may use to define witches, It
Is clear that their practices
are of only one order: Witcbcraft.
It should be mentioned
firsthand that any attitudes
or
opinions
are
not
necessarily those of the
publishing medium; or those
of the author. All of the
material used In the
preparation of this article
are of pure research origin,
and while some artistic
license has been used, that
license will never supersede
the facts. All of this material
can be readily obtained from
any of a number of sources
on witchcraft, and the occult.
'
Scotland, 1722 A.D. In the
village square, a large
crowd has gathered. Their
faces, grayish ovals In the
dim light of early evening.
Upon those faces, a solemn
look Is common. All of them
wide-eyed, with their mouths
gaping,
staring
with
unabashed Intensity at the
scene before them.
Just a few minutes before
then, a rider had passed
through town on a firm
steed. At the top of his breath
he carried a message of
great Interest to the towns-·
people. And now they had
gathered about a small, deep
hole. Just a glance to the left,
a woman of forty lies
screaming on her stomach held by a score of men of all
ages. A large pole Is brought
to the site and placed upon
her back. In a flurry of activity, the woman's arms are
lashed to the pole... then her
legs. Atop the pole a small
child holds a shiny, silver
object and a small strand of
twine. The men back away
and the girl secures the
article to the beam and
backs away. The woman is
in a struggle to free her
arms, but to little avail. She
cries out In mournful
screams of self-pity. The
men gather again.
The long pole Is lifted
vertical and held next to the
hole. In an instant, with little
effort It falls into the moor
and Is still. Again the men
back away, their heads
bowed and their lips moving
In silent, energetic quivers.
The crowd adjusts its stare
past the woman, lashed to
!be pole. · In their eyes, a
dancing of flames signals the
approach of torchbearers.
The musty smell of a
Scottisb nlght foreshadows

the uncommon chill of the
hour. The men pile ricks of
dry timber at the base of the
pole, a rough cone of twigs
poking from the woman's
now-still body embraced
with terror. The chill
dissipating as the warmth of
the fires draws near.
In an instant, the quite
peace of night is engulfed In
a high pitched, guttoral
scream. The musty sinell
leaves, being replaced with a
different odor, nowhere near
as familiar to the Scottish
countrySide.
The. deep black of a
moonless night seems less
ominous as the flames race
higher around the pole.
The citizens stand silent
and still, gazing with unblemished Intent at the small
object at the top of the pole.
The flames caressing it, it
reflects whisps of light In a
hpynotic fashion. At once
they know what it is .. .lts
familiar fonn echoes over
the ages for some 1700 years.
Braced again the apex of the
beam... a crucifix.
This Is where the witch
story logically begins. It Is
the point where all the Interest lies In the quest of an
answer to a common, yet
rarely
thought-i>f,
phenomenon.
The
Eighteenth Century witchhunt, judgment,
and
sentenCing In a nutshell. The
practice was carried on
throughout
the
years
spanning
between
the
Fourteenth Century and the
Eighteenth Century, carried
on with the same vigor and
heat (pardon the expression)
for over a thousand times.
Many Innocent people were
hunted down and burned at
the stake for being witches.
Some being impaled and
then burned, the ashes
spread over the countryside.. .
.. .Ashes to ashes?
Witchcraft began as little

The 6Black Arts'
more than a cause-effect
relationship. Exemplary are
such practices as healing
with herbs, or stealing milk
from a neighbor's cow by
magic. But as strange and
impossible as such tasks
seem, witchcraft fonned a
snowball. It built well Into
the Middle Ages, where it
began to take a newer, more
elaborate fonn. The practices during that day were
equated to association with
the Devil, and It betook
other names. Witchcraft became known
by its
more
geographic
notes ... European witchcraft.
(And just as a note, that
tenn Is still applied to witchcraft of that age by
modern researchers Into the
occult. However, it has
another popular nomenclature: Gothic witchcraft).
Witchcraft
In
the
European era had, as noted,
a relation to the Devil, or
more properly diabolism. It
was firmly rooted In the
practices and ways of the
"Black Arts" that have but.
one root which is Santanlsm.
Today, witchcraft has
many roots. It is an art that
has taken a great deal of
fonn over the latter years of
the Middle Ages and has
continued to change and
modify those forms and
ceremonies lately.
But even with all of these
external
changes,
witchcraft has seldom had an
accurate definition for the
casual observer. It is a very
real part of SOCiety, In that
many persons In society
today practice it. It is like
eating is to most people : not
thought of until they are
hungry.
Many cllPm to be witches,
or warlocks. They all lay
possessiveness on the "art,"
and seem to display some
confidence that there are
some real, tangible, logical
results. They say that the

•'power" does exist. ..
... Somehow.·
Salem, Massachusetts
December, 1691. At Samuef
Parrish's home things were
as they had always been
during the 'bitter cold of the
New England winter. He
sat In his chair and read to
his family from the Bible.
Samuel Parrish was the
village minister. He was the
practitioner of the Puritan
religion In Salem for a span
of better than five years. He
was a respected member of
the community, as were all
the members of his family.
But late In the month, some
of the townspeople began to
have their doubts about two
of his relations. It seemed
that they were nervous and
unsettled about his daughter
and niece.
Tonight it seemed to
Parrish that these social
concerns were only some
type of deep-seated resentment for one of Samuel's
latest sennons. It very well
could be that it had offended
a chicken thief. Perhaps it
took wrong to a man who
was less than happy with his
marriage, and his friend,
who was less than happy
with hers. "Old Sam" had
told them how they would
"burn in Hades" for committing such vile and
ignorant
acts
against
society.
Sure, that was it. Just a
little bitterness from among
the congregation.
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But for certain his had. They just started
daughter had been acting getting sick... by the dozen.
The doctors thought that it
rather peculiar. She had
been nauseous all week, and was the rye the cattle had
one day couldn't even go to been grazing on. They exschool. Tonight she was fine. plained that the abundance
Whatever it was she had was of wild rye this year was a
gone now, but it sure wasn't result of the torrential rains,
like pneumonia to leave like and that most of the grazing
that. But that's all people foliage was really not too
around those parts caught well-suited for consumption
during the winter. No, just - even by cattle. But the
farmers just ignored them,
the flu, Sam thought.
the cattle never died.
Just a little bitterness.
Samuel, still reading, let Samuel Parrish figured that
his mind wander over the maybe the cattle had caught
last year. It had 's ure been a a cold, what with all the rain
wet one. Rains had been off and those coastal winds.
Samuel Parrish was no
and on through the growing
season. Maybe a little too farmer, and much less a
wet, but the crops had done cattleman.
But all seemed nonnal
well. The threshing just
before Thanksgiving, and enough. The family was
the holiday. Everything was safe, warm, and dry ; all
glared at him as he read.
on schedule.
Only bad part of the year This would be an easy
was when the cattle became winter, he began thinking. At
sick. It didn't seem anybody least, as easy as a winter
really had the slightest idea could be In December, 1691.
(To Be Continued)
what kind of disease they
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Wendell:
It is your type, the scum of the Earth, that gives us UMR men a bad
name. She used to iike you, not love you. She is intelligent, caring as
well as good-looking. You have to have bullshit for brains to give her
up. If you were not such a feeble-minded egotistical wimp, you still
wouldn't deserve a girl like her. May the fleas of a thousand llamas
infest your armpi ts!

" FAME" come for Homecoming. Friday, Oct. 9; 3, 7, 9:30 p.m.
Cedar Street Center, $1.50 per person.
Join the UMR Photo Club on Thursday, October 1 at 7:30 p.m. in
Room 125 of the Chemistry-Chemical Engineering Building. The show
at this meeting will be " How to Develop FlIm. " This will be an actual
demonstration. The resulting negatives will be printed at the next
meeting on the 29th of October.

Thanks to everybody who came to our party Saturday night. You
made our 21st birthday's the "Best Ever. "
Pete and Dave

To Joan G. of Comp. Sci. 73:
Homecoming (and much beer drinking) is just a week away. If you
are still interested, you should know how to reach me.

For Sale: Two Dozen, freshly-baked Hockey Pucks. See Linda (The
Sunmaid Queen) at Carnahan Hall. P .S. She doesn't smoke.

WANTED: ~a1es or Females interested in exploring a cave on
Saturday morrung, October 3. There are 3 vacancies open. If interested contact Caveman at 364-0962 by 10:00 p.m. Friday. If no
answer, call again.
Scruff E.,
Please try to keep Bill in line from now on, okay?
Maggie
Mike,
What are your ulterior motives in buying me an ice cream cone?

00 you need a "Bodyguard"?
J.G.
I hope you liked dinner last weekend. How about going camping this

ROOMMATE WANTED: To share 2 bedroom house, about 1 mile
from campus, with another student. Phone 341-2519 before 8:00 a.m.
or 5:30-7:00p.m. or stop by room 116 ME Bldg. during day.
Dear Anne W.
. I'm usually not one to speak, but about our lab, I just have to say,
InStead of once a week bow 'bout once a day?
An Admiring Lab Partner
WARNING
TSBASICUSERS:
Do not run the black hole program (Rolla, MO) for any reason! 4
terminals, 2 waste cans, a hardoopy device and an IUldertennined
number of students have disappeared during the execution of this
program.
You may be next! ! I!
- A Concerned Basic User

Belore Y

week's sID

aoaseose,

~YOU

GalilOO, Da

Wng!Jtbro
/lie tiJDe.

diSOlvenes

Sara

Craig,
I like you with ... or without! (The Stuco jack, that is. )
Kim
PaulS.
Cbeerup. We all love you.
Your Favorite Persons
TberesaA:
In case you didn't catch on the first time, NO, NO, NO WAY,
FORGET IT, NOT TIllS YEAR, NEVER AGAIN, NO, NEVER, ETC.
(i DON'T DO SPORTS!)
Signed
Fonner Horseshoe Player
Dear Roomle:
We don't blame you for loving him more than us. After all be's
taller and thinner (and cuter).
'
- Your Lonely Friends
Braggart
This is revolting - I can't take any mho. My resistance is down and
your Impedance is up! I could di-«le over you, my little electron! Lets
romp thru Fourlers together! I get a charge out of you!

PRE

Dear Little Rug-rats,
Bipplty-bippity-blg! Understand?
To the Mother of Many,
I can't come bome.. what would your husband say?
The Father of AIl Your ChIldren
Dan (or should I say "Father"?)
1bough you saw God, I don't think you would call It a "Rellglous"
experience. I'm still looking forward to an enchanting evening.
Longingly yours,
SarahS.

C.T.H.,
lf I rub you the right way, will you purr In my ear? Let me know
later. I'll be over aboutlO: 30.
A Cat-Lover

••••••••••••••••••
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Preppie Preparation
By BOB KOENIG

Before you cast aside this
week's story as my usual
nonsense, I would like to
remind you of the ridicule
Gallleo, Da Vinci, and the
Wright brothers received at
the time of their great
disCOveries.
I am also all too aware of
the "Boy who Cried Wolf"
effect of my earlier articles.
I beg you however, believe,
we do not have time for
doUbt; by the time my case
can be proved it will be too
late, and the world's human
population will be slaves of a
terrible alien race.
My revelation occurred at
3:34 a.m. last Tuesday
during an all-night paper
writing and typing session. I
had just taken my last three
No-Daze'S and was looking
up the word PREPrandial
(adj: of, relating to, or
suitable for the time just
before dinner) when it hit
me. TIle word Prep. It's got
to be an abbreviation of
something. Scanning rapidly
up and down the page, my

favorable
opinion
beforeh;md. "Favorable to
what" my feverish brain
cried, burning off of me page
as if written in letters of fire,
hit me with a force that
cleared my brain and left me
cold as If dashed with a
bucket of icy water (you
guessed it folks he's back on
the inch rate). PREPonderate: to exceed in influence, power, or importance, to predominate. Of
course, it seemed so obvious,
a mad, but desperate attempt to dominate the world.
An attempt by whom and in
what manner would the
attack come. The so-called
PREPPies were of course
the fifth column, but from
what direction would the
real attack come.
Then it came to me, what I
had seen a thousand times a
day staring at me from
socks, shirts, hats and
women's
behinds?
Alligators, seemingly innocent
little
reptilian
creatures that actually
represented the first thrust
of an alien invasion.
Then still another clue
PREProgram : to program

PREParatory; preparing. or
seeming to prepare
for so'm ething
eye fell upon the word · in advance of some intended
PREParatory: preparing or use. It made sense, faced
seeming to prepare for with the war-like nature of
something. Okay I'd buy the human race, the aliens
that, but preparing for what, no doubt decided to destroy
us from within, but how?
when, and by whom.
'Iben my eyes fell on the·
word PREParation: the act
of making something ready
for use or service. So I
thought, somebody's getting
something ready for some
reason. 'Iben it hit me the
PREPpies who else would
be
behind
this
plot.
why ... that was still the
bl~t question.
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Finally it fell together;
PREPotency:
unusual
ability of an individual or
strain to transmit Its
characters to offspring
because
of
numerous
dominant genes. I'm sure

any day now this deadly
alien plot could achieve the
critical
point in our
population and strange
spaceships ' full of reptilian
creatures could descend to
claim a docile world. We've

you've noticed the
believable
ability

got to fight back!
So the next time some

unof

PREppie men and women to
remain sexually attractive
even when they are dressed
in the most hideously baggy
and unbecoming type of
clothes. The aliens probably
dropped the first mutated,
reptilian lOving, humans in
France during the seventeenth Century, counting no
doubt upon the worldwide
sexual reputation of the
French to speed the
propogation of the dominant
genes.

ct 1
•

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I

beautiful girl . with an
alligator on her shirt offers
to take it off for you .. .fight
back. -Try to get to a phone
and call me Bob Koenig at
341-4235 and then try to hold
her until I can get there. A
difficult situation like this
calls for the utmost in
caution and I'm just the one
to take care of it for you.

Spreading quickly to Great
Britain and the USA, by
tennis stars and shirt
manufacturers,
these
dominant genes began to
control a greater and
greater percentage of the
free world's population.
I had won, I had figured
out the plot, but was I too
late? Hurriediy I awoke my
roommate and told him my
story. He suggested yet
another dictionary word
PREPosterous. Don't you be
fooled though his mind was
fogged by sleep. This is a
real and present danger;

Specializing In :.

-CUTS
-PERMS
-STYLING
36.4-1270
1005 Rolla St .
(Just one block from campus)

FASPRINT CENTER

FREEDAY
0
6

Preppie men and women remain
sexually aUractive even when they
are dressed in the most hideous
and unbecoming type of clothes!

DOTTY'S BEAUTY SALON

PDQl

Student Council

..
III

.
Ii

You know those
days when you want
to throw on a pa i r of
jeans bu t they ' re not
quite right . Now you
have an
alternative ... Our
denim dress to wear
everywhere ,
anytime w ith its
ruffled·up bibbing
and easy shape. Has
a belt to w ear as an
option. In 011 cotton
blue denim .

100 W . 10th ST.
ROLLA, M O 65401
364· 2844
Sizes 5 to 13

-Copies
-Resumes
-Flyers

10% Discount To Miners
Rolla's "Real" Instant Printer
R.ol la

MISSOURI
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Steel's IRemembrance' released

Miner overseas
Stream, the climate is more
moderate than you'd think,"
Mac Daily Jr. wanted to do he says. " It was between 50
something a little different and 60 degrees (fahrenheit )
m his summer vacation this while I was there and I was
year, so he spent three told that it was the coolest
onths working in Iceland.
summer they'd had in
" I'd beard a little bit about several years. TIle winters
~eland' s being different/'
also are milder than the
ally,
a
senior
in name Iceland would inlechanical engineering at dicate."
1e University of MissouriTIle lack of trees in the
1olla, says. " It seemed like country also took some
nice . place to go for a getting used to on his part.
ouple of months.
" It's said that the Vikings
" Besides," he adds, "I'd cut down most of the trees to
lorked in the New Mexican build ships iIIld houses," he
i esert the summer before says,"and what the Vikings
last and Iceland seemed to. didn 't get; the sheep and
be about as far away from climatic changes took care
that as you can get. "
of. Work, however, is being
Daily, who did design work done to bring the forests
on engine components for back."
fishing trawlers for an
Daily also said that there
engineering
firm
in are stretches of Iceland
Akureyrl, arranged for his which
are
volcanic
job through the International wasteland. "U's nothing but
Association for the Ex- black lava for as far as the
change of Students for eye can see."
Technical Experience.
"You can choose to work
But perhaps the two most
just about anywhere in the memorable events during
world - ' Asia, Africa, his stay in Iceland were
Europe or Latin America," piloting a plane to the Isle of
he says. "The association Grimsey north of the Arctic
will help you find a job and
Circle and talking with
then with the paper work Vigdis Finnbogadottir; the
that is required. "
president of Iceland, when
Once in Iceland, Daily she visited the office where
found the country to be he worked.
different than he'd imagined
Daily is the son of Mr. and
it would be.
Mrs. Madison M. Daily Sr. ,
" Because of the Gulf 710 West 11th St. , Rolla.
SOURCE:OPI

their life together, but their Dell Publishing Company In original in Hm.
Dell has since published
happiness is countered by 1976 entitled PASSION'S
which
was NOW AND FOREVER, THE
the contempt and disap- PROMISE
proval of Brad's family.
published as a paperback PROMISE (which ' was a
The loving couple flees to r------------'---------~
San Francisco with their
If they've really got what it takes,
newborn daughter, Vanessa,
but their joy there is shortit's going to take everything
lived. Brad is called to fight
they've got.
in the Korean War where he
is tragically kllled, and
Serena is left to fend alone
for herself and her daughter.
With the strength and
determInation that have
seen her through troubled
times In the past, Serena
embarks on a new journey
that takes her to a life in New
York and a love unlike any
she has known. But her new
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Presents'
world of passion leads to her
An ALAN PARKER FUm "FAME"
own aestruction, and it is up
Wrttten by CHRISTOPHER GORE
to Serena's daughter to
Produced by DAVID DE SILVA and ALAN MARSHALL
recall her mother's bit- · ~
Directed by ALAN PARKER o _ _M~..2:;.O!.:
tersweet past and realize her
~
[X)llIIUI'mND I
mother's true capacity for
IO RIC I"AL SOUNDTRAC K ON RSO RECORDS tw.
. """',..........
love.
altREAD
th
T HeE"AWCETT PAPERBACK I
M~~
~A.t.t.
Danielle Steel began her
V.
writing career after an in- Cedar Street Center
ternational inupbringing,
an L..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Oct.9:
3,_ _
7_
& _9-..;.pm
education
French and
____
_ _- '

Danielle Steel has become
known to millions of readers
as a superb novelist of
triumphant love stories. Her
nine novels to date and one
book of original poetry have
sold more than eleven
m1llion copies In the United
States and have been
translated
Into
twelve
languages. Unllke any other
writer's works, her books
have made original debuts In
hardcover, trade paperback,
and mass market editions.
In October, De1acorte
Press will publish . Danielle
Steel's second hardcover
novel and eleventh bestseller, REMEMBRANCE.
Its publication follows on the
heels of an astoundingly
successful
year
which
featured the premIer of Ms.
Steel's first hardcover book,
THE RING (September
1980), its recent mass
market
paperback
publication
(September,
1981) , and the premIere of
her first trade paperback
book, PALOMINO (April
1981) , all of which have
reigned high on international
bestseller lists.
REMEMBRANCE
is
destined for equal success.
Already it has been chosen
as a Literary Guild Alternate and a Doubleday Book
Club Dual Selection, and the
book will be excerpted in
Cosmopolitan's December
issue. Plus early reveiws
herald this remarkable love
story as "bound to be very
popular... there is a seJlsitivity to nuance of
character." (Booklist)
REMEMBRANCE is the
story of two beautiful women
in the San Tlbaldo family.
The novel opens when young
Serena di San Tlbaldo, who
was wrenched from a
charmed destiny as an
Italian princess at the outset
of World War II, finds herself counted among the
pennlless and struggling
victims at the end of the war.
She leaves the safety of an
American convent and
returns to her Italian home
to find her family lost to
Mussolini. Battling for
survival, Serena takes on a
job as scrubmaid for the
American soldier now living
in her family's former
mansion.
As Serena fights to combat
private fears and searing
memories, she falls in love
with her employer, Major
Brad Fullerton. Brad and
Serena marry in Europe and
return to America to begin

#ft..

Italian literature and fashion
design, and a five year sting
as the co-founder and Vice
President in charge of New
Business
and
Public
Relations for a New York
promotions
and
public
relations organization called
·Supergirls.' Ms. Steels's
first published works were
poems which appeared in
Ladies "-orne Journal, Good
Housekeeping,
Cosmopolitan, and McCall's.
She sold her first novel to the

. (!:b~" ~'\

!, ,,<>~~e.
~

Hot Ham & Cheese

813 Pine
341-3161

I
I

11 a.m .-7 p.m .

~
!ii

With chips and large drink

0

J

v

:
I
I

z

$1.80
Ex pires Oct. 7

Complete line of Univego Bicycles
Parts & Accessories Available for all bikes

310 E. 6th

II

Rolla, Mo. 65401

364-2412
10 C.m. to 6 p .m.

Service of the cycle, for the cyclist , by the cyclist.

We,
at
Ransdall
Distributing would like to
introduce to you-the UMR
Campus-Dave May, your
new
Coors
campus
representative. Dave is a
UMR student himself and is
here to serve you in
anyway he can. Dave has
the ability and know-how
to help you plan and coordinate your best parties
ever.

I----------------COUPON·---------------I

I
I

Pedal Power Cyclery

Dave May 364·5226

(at Sigma Tau Gamma)

He can explain how
your organization can earn
big prizes in various Coors
College Campaigns. Call
Dave for your next social
function and he'll supply
your organization with
some of those great Coors
products from ' the Htgh
Country.

I

I___ __________ .:.. _ _COUPON -------- --- -----1
u

-
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Last week's article entitled "She's getting better"
seemed to stir up a lot of
Interest around UMR. This
response was written to air
another view.
To "She isn't just older" :

There is no need to advocate "importing guys". In
case you have not noticed,
there is already a shipment
here. They came in with the
"!reshwomen" you are so
worried about. In case you
don't remember, you were a
"freshwoman" at a time
wben there was even less
women (both eligible and
desirable) around. You were
probably fickle also. It would
not surprise me if you told
quite a few guys to "get lost"
or ignored them because you
fixed your eyes on the best of

their group.
Some:.ime later, that best
may have moved on to
someone else, leaving you
out in the cold. The real
problem is that those guys
are much more willing to
take a chance on a "freshwoman"
(an
unknown
quantity) then go after
someone they know had told
them to get lost.
You complain that the
number of "eligible and
desirable men" is not the
greatest. If you would stop to
think - it doesn't take long
for someone to find out he is
"desirable".
Once that
happens, be can be fickle as
heli. If you were not so quick
to judge a guy, you might
find out that there are many
guys who would appreciate a
little affection, and would be
happy to be your friend.

They will be a lot more
willing to establish a steady
relationship. The "best"
may not really be the best
for you.
I admit you have gone
through hell, with everyone
from board . reps to nerds
cutting you down. Some of us
have gone through hell also
- getting stood up and
laughted at many times.
This does not mean we are
about to give up.
So judge us a littie less
harshly, BE interesting, wild
and crazy, and give us a try
or two or - remember: the
third time IS a charm ....
-L.E./G.K.

Dear Help Wanted,
My mom and dad want to

'Remembrance' from page 16

kes

: 6th

65~1 1

cyclist.

Universal feature film),
SEASON OF PASSION,
SUMMERS END, TO LOVE
AGAIN, and LOVING as
paperback originals. LOVE
Poems by Danlelle Steel is
the only available collection
of the author's poetry.
PALOMINO was published
in a Dell trade paperback
edition in April 1981 when it
reigned as the number one
New York Times bestseller.
Also a nationwide bestseller,
THE RING was Ms. Steel's
first hardcover novel which
will be published in a Dell
mass market edition in
September backed with a
1,500,000 first printing, the
largest yet for a Danlelie
Steel book. To coincide with
!he
Delacorte
Press
publication of REMEMBRANCE and the mass
market
paperback
publication of THE RING,
Dell will reissue all of
steel's
mass
Danlelle
market paperback original
publications in October with
new copies displaying the
recently designed Danlelle
steel logo.
Future plans for Dan1e1le
steel novels cooclude the
Febroary 1982 publication of

A PERFEcr STRANGER in

a
Dell
mass
market
paperback original edition,
the April 1982 publication of
ONCE IN A LIFETIME in a
trade
paperback
Dell
edition, and the November

come down and visit me over
homecoming. My dad is a
graduate from UMR and he
wants to come back and
check out the "Alma
Mater."
Needless to say, they are a
whole generation different
from the crowd down here
now. I've made a lot of
friends in Rolla that I'm not
so sure I'm ready to spring
on my parents. I left home to
get away from the old man &
lady; now they're coming to
me.
What should I do?
Dear Daddy's Boy,
No matter how old your
father is, we've all heard the
MSM/UMR stories about the
wild times down in Rolla. He
may have changed some
over the years, but once he

returns, I'm sure the spirit
will, too.
Don't worry too much
about your friends. Your dad
probably met the same kind
in his day. Just brief your
buddies on your parents'
arrival and ask for best
behavior.
Who knows - you and
your parents may go down to
209 for a beer just like the
good ole days!

certainly not studying. At
night there always seems to
be too much to do between
studying
and
goofing
around. I know people are
running. How do they find
the time?
- J.T.
DearJ.T.,

You're going to have to
find a way to juggle your
schedule if you want to
Dear Help Wanted,
continue running. You may
I'm really into running but try early morning or late
it's taking time away from evening to get your exercise
my studies. In high school I in. It all depands on how
studied right after school, much you're willing to
and then took a break to run sacrifice to keep up the
and everything seemed to running.
Or - there's always the
work out OK.
Now. I get out of class " book in hand as you run"
early in the afternoon and trick. I hope you don't get
don't feel like running, and motion sickness.

.

publication
of
PALOMINO in a Dell mass
market edition.
Danlelle Steel currently
resides in San FranCiSCO,
California where she is at
work on a new novel.
1982

I

I
I
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One-Horse

I

Books & Records

I!

We buy, sell & trade

aI

- Records - Books
-Tapes -Comics

i

..

808 Pine in Dowtown Rolla
364-2244

UMR STUDENTS
To introduce you to our salon, we
are offering a haircut special on
Monday, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, $5. Mr. Charles Coiffures, 306 E. 6th.
Expires October 31.

Alex Pizza Palace

As well as an
opportunity to be in the forefront of
these and other significant on-going
development areas.
NCR means everything from microprocessor chips to mainframes. And
being part of a company that puts as
much emphasis on software development as it puts on hardware
development. It means contributing, not to isolated components,
but to total systems-integrated, working solutions to
specific customer needs.
In short, NCR means an opportunity to grow. To excel. To help
shape the future of an organization that in little over 10 years has
become one of the world's largest
computer companies.

On-campus
Interviews:
TUESDAY,
OCTOBER

13

122 W. 8th Street Rolla
NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 A.M.-2 P.M.

-SANDWICHES -SALADS -SPAGHETTI
-BEER -GYROS SANDWICH

For FREE DELIVERY of Pizzas
364·2669 or 364-9878

...

Sign up for an interview at your Placement
Office, or write directly to : Mrs. Chris Wallace
Professional Recruiter, NCR Corporation,
'
3718 North Rock Road, Wich ita, Kansas 67226.

An Eq ual
Opportunity Empl oyer

Complete Computer Systems

'_ . --

-~ --.--.-

- - .- - . - - _ . • _ • .
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Minerslook to MIAA season
SOURCE:OPI
And now the games really
count, as the University of
Missouri-Rolla
foothall
team, is set to begin Its
"second season."

"We are playing tougher
each week and showing
more aggressiveness," said
Miner head coach Charlie
Finley. "Now we need to
solve some of the problems
we have been experiencing if

we are to be a contender for
the
conference
championship."
UMR opens its Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association season this
Saturday facing Lincoln
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Kickers host tourney

University in a 2 p.m. game.
The opener will also serve as
the
Blue
Tigers'
homecoming.

After
the
Crusaders
jumped off to a 3-0 firstquarler lead on a 35-yard
field
goal
by
Wally
Wetherbee, the Miners went
ahead to stay on a .33-yard
touchdown run by Jon Falke
(St. James, Mo.) in the
second quarter.

Craig Thomas
(Mar- terceptions, one touchdown
shfield, Mo.) added the extra . pass and threw for 38 yards
point on each occasion, and on the afternoon.
was one of the stars on
What will the Miners have
defense as well. The 5-10, to do against Llncoln, losers
172-pound junior picked .off by a 48-0 margin last week at
two Evangel passes and took University of Arkansas-PIne
over the team leadership in Bluff?
.
interceptions with four.
"This is the important part
The top man on defense of the schedule," FInley
was Doug Keithly (Nevada,
stressed. "We will have to
Mo.), who recorded 16 correct some mistakes,
tackles on the day, had two execute much better on our
quarterback sacks and blocking assignments and
threw three runners for play with a great deal of
losses. His accomplishments intensity. "
earned him "Defensive
The Miners defeated the
Player-{)f-the-Week" in the
Blue Tigers 18-6 last year
MIAA.
and hold an 8-7 series lead.

Dennis Pirkle (Oak Lawn,
Ill.) added another score in
the third stanza, when he
found tight end Keith Markway (Raytown, Mo.) wide
open in the end zone for a 12yard touchdown toss.

On offense, Brian Paris
<Bethalto, Ill.) gained 73
yards on 17 carries, while
Falke and Randy Shed
(Iilikwood, Mo.) chipped in
with 36 yards each. Pirkle
was 7 of 11 in passing attempts,
had
no
in-

The Miners enter the game
with a 2-2 record after
defeating Evangel College
14-3 last week at New
J ackling Field.

The
University
of
Missouri-Rolla
soccer
complex will be a busy place
this weekend, as the Miners
host their first invitational
tournament at the new
facility.
Action gets under way at
5:30 p.m. FrIday when Park
College
and
Lincoln
University square off in the
opener. At 7:30 p.m., UMR
hosts Kentucky Wesleyan.
The consolation game begins
Saturday at 5:30 p.m., with
the championship set for
7:30p.m.

team in scoring, as he netted
his seventh goal of the
season last weekend. The
senior forward has been on
top of the UMR scoring
derby during most of the
season.
"We are getting some
excellent play out of some
key players," McNally said.
"It will be enjoyable to host
this tournament, and I really
hope we have some good fan
support behind us once
again."
After hosting the tournament, the Miners enjoy a
three-game
homestand
during the week of Oct. 7-10.

in

/I! going ir
~of

ndLaInbd<

Division I
League I

SigEp
UMR will take a 4-3 record
into the action, after splitting a pair of games last
week at Omaha, Neb. The
Miners fell 2-1 to Creighton
University Sept. 26 before
rebounding the next day with
a 3-2 win over Metropolitan
State.
"We played pretty well
and show signs that we are
getting our act together,"
said Coach Paul McNally.
"Now we have to play well
for an entire 90 minutes if we
want to become a real good
soccer team."
Pat Becker (Florissant,
Mo.) continues to lead the

'lbe

bltball pi
I sbape up
efeated.

at the new facility
SOURCE:OPI

Lincoln is under first-year
Coach Cal Jones, who brlnW!
his
squad
into
the
homecoming contest with au
(}.4 record. The Blue Tigers
have not defeated the Miners
since 1975, when they edged
them 28-26.

TKE

KA
SigPi
Wesley
MJIA-East
RHA
Campus

affer a los
laIllSin

League II

5 0
4 1
4 1
2 3
2 3
2 3
0 4
0 4
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5
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0
0
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1
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2
2
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repo

4

&Jbmllte!

5

'lbe12tU
as~

Division II
League I
Lambda Chi

DeltaSig
Newman
CCH
ROTC

Pi Kappa Phi
AEPi
Acacia

Tankers host Bteam event
Submltted By
eight teams from three on FrIday at 5:30 when UMR
Iowa State, 2(}.18.
Water Polo Club
states. The eight teams will takes on SEMO
This weekend UMR will be
After the first three weeks
be split up into two brackets
their
first \
of the season the UMR water hosting the UMR Inwith the two bracket winners
game on FrIday, the Miners!
Water
Polo
polo team is sporting a 11).3 vitational
meeting for the chamwill see action at 9: 30 and
record. Darlan Dickinson Tournament, consisting of
pionship. The action · starts
3:30onSaturday.
and Bob Chambers have
been the leading scorers
with 32 goals apiece, while
Steve Adams and Brian Bess
have been the most effiCient,
hitting 55 and 53 percent
respectively.
This past weekend the
team placed third at the SIUCarbondale
Invitational,
winning 3 and losing 1. After
losing their first · game to
Loyola ~21, they beat
PrIncipia, SIU, and Iowa
State, outscorlng their opponents 00-30. According to
faculty advisor, Bob Pease,
the team played poorly
against Loyola and lost, but
came back and had outstanding defensive games in
beating PrIncipia and SIUCarhondale, only allowing 12
goals. In the game that
decided third and fourth
place, UMR showed their
offensive power by beating 1:!:::=====::::::=:==:,~~~===::~~g~=============dJ

League II

5
3
3
3
2
1
1
0

0
1
1
2
3
3

3
3
2
1
1
1
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Brooks Weekend
October 2nd & 3rd

oints for R

be Ho
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20% Off

at

All Brooks in Stock
PLUS

J 12 PRICE
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*Table of
Selected Group of Brooks
* Selected Group of
Warm Up & Jogging Suits

1

AND
1 Rack of T-shirts & Jerseys

$3.00
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Try a

Prices Good At Both Locations!
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Women lose two desp'-te play'-ng well
By LISA GALLAGHER

1bls past weekend the
Soccer Club
traveled to UMSL to participate In one of the most
prestigious tournaments for
women's soccer In the
ilantpan nation. The tournament,
Fin! organized
to
promote
[have ~ women's soccer In the
/listakes, MIdwest, has an equally
!r on OUr impressive title: The First
!!Its and Annual St. Louis National

UMR Women's

deal of

Invitational
Women's
College Budweiser Soccer
Tournament. Eight teams
participated In the tournament which Is sponsored
by Grey Eagle Distributors,

Missouri-8t.
Louis,
University of Wisconsin at
Madison,
Washington
University,
and
the
University of MissouriRolla. All of these are varsity teams except for UMR.
one of the largest distriThe double elimination
butors of Anheuser-Busch tournament was won by
products In the country. The UMSL, with Rolla coming In
eight teams were: Indlana. seventh In the standings.
University,
Lindenwood UMR lost their first game 2~
College, Quincy College, to Quincy College on Friday
Southeast MIssouri State night and dropped their
University, University of second game to Wash U.

with a score of 2-1 on
Saturday. Despite the losses,
the team worked well
together and displayed some
outstanding
defense,
especially from goalkeepers
Becky Kovarik and Kelly
Rehwlnkel.
"I think we have finally
foUnd the right comblnation," said Coach Joe
Sepulveda. "It was a real
team effort, with both the
offense and the defense
playing well. Now all we

need is confidence to win. "
With a 36 member team it
is not always easy to find
that right combination, but
UMR has' come very close.
There is excitement in their
game which has been
lacking In previous years.
An Increase In talent and
enthusiasm are responsible.
The next game of the UMR
Women's Soccer Club will be
played In Springfield against
Southwest Missouri State on

October 3rd. The following
weekend, the team will play
Southeast Missouri State In
The
game
is
Rolla.
scheduled for 1:00, Saturday, October 10, on the new
soccer field; However, the
time may be changed to
avoid a conflict with the
Homecoming football game.
Come on out - you may be
surprised at the high callber
of play and the excitement of
the game.

;r;llntramural flag footballileads busy schedule

first·year

bo brings
10 !be
With an

By JOHN DANIEL

Intramural
Flag
Tigers Football picture Is beginning
Ie Miners to shape up and three teams
~ edgelj are going Into the final two
weeks of the season undefeated. Sig Ep, Beta Sig,
and Lambda Chi have yet to
suffer a loss. The top two
teams In each league will
The

-

12th Man
report
SUbmitted by M-<::LUB
The 12th Man competition
has started, with support
and encouragement being
given to the MIner team. But
there are just a few more
things
any
competing
organization should know.
FIrst, extra points will be
awarded to the group that
buys the most homecoming
buttons. (But be sure to tell
the M-Club member who
se1Is you the buttons what
organization you're from.)
Secondly, you can gain
points for participating In
the
Homecoming Yard
Display Contest. And last,
but not to be forgotten,
donations
of
burnable
materials and visible support of the honfire next
Friday night is important. So
show your spirit and help the
MIners - "Run down the
Bearcats."

-

make the playoffs, which
will be held after the three
day weekend.
Tennis action continues
this week while tournaments In billiards and
racquetball
started
yesterday. The billiards
tournament is being held In
the University Center-West
and the racquetball tournament will be played at
Vessel's Racquetball Club.
SwimmIng entries are due
on October 3, and the meet
will be held October 6-7.
Cross Country entries are
due October 7, and the meet
will be held on October 9.
The athletic department
has announced tbat St. Pat's
gym has been leased and will
be available for student free

play two nights a week.
Starting on October 13, each
Tuesday and Thursday night
from 6 to 9 the gym will be
open to students showing
validated student Identification. Basketballs will
be aballable for checking out
at the gym. The athletic
department stresses that the
gym is not being leased so
that organizations can hold
team practices. It is intended for individuals to
have an.opportunlty for free
play. St. Pat's gym is located
next to St. Pat's church at
the northern edge of campus.
In an effort to conserve
energy the athletic department has also announced
guidelines concerning the

o
SATURDAY

3 GAMES OF
BOWLING· LARGE DRINK

Try a Ruby's
Chocolate
Lover's Dream

51.49
Plus tax
o
95

Reg. 4.10

ONLY $3

HAPPY HOUR
Tues.-Fri . 3:30-6 p.m . Sat. 1:30-6 p.m.

,SI.

Open Mon.·Sat.
9:00 a.m.·9:30 p.m.
Sun. 2 p.m.·9 p.m.
Forum Plaza Shopping Center
Rolla

...
Ii

.i

Come on out
to where the
fun times roiL

2-6 p.m.

5!

facilities will be open from 1
p.m. to 7:45 p.m.
Following are the football
standings through Monday
evening.

elECTRONIC EARRING AND PIN· Hot . red LOVE
LITE comes complete with aMini-battery .
Guaranteed to lite up your nite life . Send $6 .00
for one or $10 .00 for two to: TRADING . Box
J007 · A . Warwick . R.t. 02888.

SPECIAL
Like Chocolate?

lights on . the Intramural Purpose Building will be
fields. On Monday through open from 10 a.m. to 7:45
Thursday evenings the lights p.m. and the pool will be
will be turned off following available from noon to 7:45
the Intradorm league play. p.m. On Sunday both
On Friday and Saturday
evening the lights will be
turned off when the MultiPurpose Building Is locked ......""', ....- ""'-_ __
up. Sunday evening hours
will be adjusted according to
demand.
The smaller Intramural
field In the Southwest corner
will be available 24 hours a
day for groups of Individuals.
However,
students are urged to turn off
the lights when they are not
In use.
This Saturday the Multi-

Colonial Lanes, Inc.
Bus . Loop 1-44 West
364-4124

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 3
10,000 METER RUN
A 6 .2 mile run-starts at
the Forum Plaza, 10 a.m .

5,000 METER RUN
A 3.1 mile run-starts at
the Forum Plaza. 11 a .m .

All proceeds will be donated to the
United Fund of Rolla
REGISTRATION
Register at any Forum Plaza
Store. Sept. 14-0ct. 2. Course
map. race rules and instructi ons
available upon registration .
SPONSORED BY :

Foru m Plaza Merchants Assn .
. Rolla . Mo.

•

$4.00 ENTRY FEE

Includes FUN RUN T-shirt and
donation to the United Fund
of Rolla .

Leo Ei se nberg & Co. Realtors
Kansas Ci ty, Mo .

United Fund
Rolla , Mo.
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MISSOURI MINER

SATURDAY OCTOBER 1, 12!11
Adrian ............... ~8
'Mount Union ........ 14
'AIR FORCE ........... 14
COLORADO STATE U. . . . ll~
.ALABAMA. ••••••••••••• 24
MISSISSIPPI •••••••••
-Albright •••••••••••• 27
Lebanon Valley •••••• 13
·Amerimn International 21
Bo. Connecticut..... 7
ARKANSAS .......... '. ~. 24
-TEXAS CHRISTIAN .... 14
"Ashland ••••••••••••• 21
Indiana Central ••••• 7
.Baldwin-Wallace •••• ; 41
Marietta............ 0
Bethune-Cookman ...... 21
-Delaware State ..... 14
Boise State .......... 21
"Montana ............ 14
.BOSTON COLLEGE ... ; .. 17
WEST VIRGINIA .. ..... 14
Bowdoin .............. 21
-Amherst ............ 14
-BRIGHAM YOUNG ....... 38
UTAH STATE .......... 7
.Bucknell ........... ; 21
Davidson ............ 14
-l!utler .............. 14
Valparaiso .......... 13
Central Arkansas ..... 24
-U. Nevada (Reno) ... 23
.Central Hichigan •••• 35
Eastern Michigan •••• 7
CheymyState ......... 17
-Mansfield State .... 14
Citadel (The) .. '...... 31
-East Tennessee State 14
Clarion Sta te ........ 21
.Lock Haven State ... 14
CLEloEON .............. 14
.KENTOCKY ........... 13
-Colgate ............. 24
Boston U............ 21
.Connecticut ••••••••• 24
New Hampshire ••••••• 14
c. w. Post ........... 24 -Central Connecticut. 7
Dayton ............... 35
.Slippery Rock Sta te .14
.Delaware •••••••••••• 31
Lehigh •••••••••••••• 21
-Delaware Valley ..... 24
Juniata............. 7
.Albion.. .. .. .. ..... 7
DePauw ............... 21
.Dickinson ........... 17
Ursinus ............. 14
'Drake ............... 28
Long Beach Sta te .... 21
-Duke ................ 24
East Carolina ....... 14
.Eastern Kentucky .... 31
Austin Peay State ... 14
Florida A. &: M. . . . . . . 24
-Howard U. (D.C.) ... 14
FLORIDA .............. 17
-LOUISIANA. STATE .... 14
.Franklin ............ 28
Olivet (Mich.) ...... 7
Franklin &: Marshall •• 28
-Moravian ••••••••••• 14
-Furman .............. 21
Tenn. (Chattanooga) • 20
Gettysburg ••••••••••• 21
-Western Maryland ••• 20
-Grambling State ..... 63
Prairie View A. &: H•• 0
.MA.RVARD ............. 17
ARMY ................ 14
HOLY CROSS ••••••••••• 14
.DARTMOUTH •••••••••• l~
-HOl5TON ............. 17
BAYLOR ........ .. .... 1
-Idaho Sta te ••••••••• 24
Northern Arizona •••• 21
Idaho ................ 21
-Portland State ..... 14

-ILLINOIS ............ 21
Indiana U. (Pa.) ..... 21
leMA ................. 28
Ithaca ............... 28
• Jackson State ........ 21
-Kansas .............. 31
-Kutztown State ...... 21
-Lamar ••••••••••••••• 31
-Louisiana Tech •••••• 14
-Louisville •••••••••• 31
Maine •••••••••••••••• 14
-MARYLAND •••••••••••• 14
-Massachusetts ••••••• 17
-McNeese State ....... 21
-MIAMI (FLA.) ......... 31
-Miami (Ohio) ........ ;!8
MICHIGAN ••••••••••••• 31
-Middlebury •••••••••• 35
MISSISSIPPI STATE •••• 17
-Miss. Valley State •• 24
-Montana State ....... 21
Montclair State ...... 28
-Morgan State •••••••• 21
-Murray State •••••••• 31
NAVY ................. 17
-NEBRASKA ............ 28
-North Carolina A &: T 42
*NORTH CAROLINA STATE .17
RbiPfnAR~.
North Dakota State ••• 21
-North Dal:ota •••••••• 24
Northern Colorado
24
Northern Illinois •••• 21
Northern Hichigan •••• 42
Norwich .............. 21
-NOTRE DAIlE .......... 35
Ohio Northern •••••••• 14
*OHIO STATE .......... 28
Ohio U............... 14
OKLAHOMA. STkTE ....... 17
-OKLAHOI·!/'. ............ 31
-Pacific Lutheran •••• 21
-PENN STATE .......... 38
PENNSYLVANIA ••••••••• 24
PITTSBURGH ........... 17
PRINCETON •••••••••••• 17
Puget Sound .......... 24
PURDUE ............... 14
-Richmond •••••••••••• 24
-RUTGERS ••••••••••••• 31
-St. Joseph's (Ind.) .28
San Diego State ...... 24
San Jose State ....... 24
-Shippensburg State .. 14

-:.:::2H

South Carolina State.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA ••
-So. Illinois ••••••••
-So. Mississippi •••••
Springfield ••••••••••
STANFORD •••••••••••••
-Swarthmore ..........
Tennessee State ......
-Tennessee Tech ••••••
Texas A. &: 1. ........
TEXAS A. &: M•••••••••
Trinity (Conn.) ......
TUlANE •••••••••••••••
-Tufts ...............
-TULSA ...............

·Alcorn State ....... 14
-OREGON STATE ....... lZ
Illinois State...... ..
Texa s (A r ling ton) ••• 7
-Northeastern ••••••• 7
'ARIZONA •••••••••••• 2 3
Johns Hopkins ••••••• 14
Alabama State ....... 14
U. Tenn. (Martin) ... 14
-Texas Southern ••••• 14
-TEXAS TECH ......... 14
-Hamilton ••••••••••• 147
-RICE •••••••••••••••
Wesleyan •••••••••••• 147
KAI5AS STATE •••••• ;.
-U. C. L. A .......... 35
COLORADO ............ 14
-U. Nebraska (Omaha) • 14
Augustana (S.D.) .... 7
-Upsala .............. 34
F. D.I_Madison •••••• 0
-VIRGIliIA TECH ••••••• 24
MEMPHu; STATE ....... lit
-Wabash •••••••••••••• 31
Kalamazoo ••••••••••• l
-Wake Forest ......... 24
Appalachian State... ..
-Washir.gton State .... 24
Pacific (Calir.) •••• lit
-WASHIlIGTON •••••••••• 16
ARIZONA. STATE ••••••• lit
-Waynesburg .......... 14 ' Lycoming •••••••••••• lZ
-Western Carolina •••• 21
Middle Tennessee . . . . . .
Western Michigan ••••• 14
-Bowling Green •••••• 13
Wichita State ........ 24
·New Mexico State .... 7
Widener •••••••••••••• 34
-Muhlenberg ••••••••• l
-Wilkes •••••••••••••• 17
Susquehanna ••••••••• ..
Williams ............. 28
-Rochester •••••••••• 7
-Wittenberg .......... 34
Muskingum ........... ?
-Wooster ............. 14
Otterbein ••••••••••• 7
-Worcester Poly •••• •• 14
Colby ••••••••••••••• ?
-Wyoming ............. 21
U. Nevada (L. V.) ... 20
Youngs tm<n Sta te ..... 17
-Akr.o n .. ! . . . . . . . . . . . 14

MINNESOTA ••••• • ••••• 2P
.California (Pa.) St. 14
-NORT~~TERN ••••••• 17
.Alfred ............. 14
.S. E. Louisiana .... 14
Arkansas State ...... 14
East Stroudsburg St •• 7
Stephen F. Austin ••• 14
N. E. Louisiana ..... l~
Marshall ............ 1
.Larayette •••••••••• 13
SYRACl5E ............ 13
Rhode Island •••••••• 7
West Texas State .... 14
VANDERBILT •••••••••• 14
Kent State .......... 14
-INDIANA ............ 7
Bates ............... 7
MISSOURI ............ 14
Southern U. (La.) ... 14
Weber S ta te ......... 14
-Ramapo ••••••••••••• 0
Bowie State......... 7
Morehead State ...... 14
-YALE ............... 14
AUBURN .............. 14
Johnson C. Smith.... 7
VIRGINIA ............ 14
*dEORCfA ~.-:.:::--7
-Morningside •••••••• 7
South Dakota ........ 14
.South Dakota State. 14
·Ball State ......... 14
·Northern Iowa •••••• 14
·U. s. C. G. Acade~y • 7
MICHIGAN STATE •••••• 14
·Capital ............ 7
FLORIDA STATE ••••••• 14
·Toledo ••••••••••••• 13
NORTH TEXAS STATE ••• 14
IOWA STATE •••••••••• 14
Oregon Tech ••••••••• 14
TEMPLE.............. 7
-COLUMBIA ........... 14
.SOUTH CAROLINA. ••••• 14
.BROWN .............. 14
'Humboldt State ..... 14
-WISCOI5IN .......... l~
James Madison ••••••• 1
CORNELL ............. 14
Evansville ••• : •••••• 21
.NEW MEXICO ......... 21
.Fresno State ....... 21
Edinboro State •••••• 13

Z

I

Z

Discover The Mother Lode

-Sandwiches -Soft Drinks
- Breakfast -Ice Cream
ALL STUDENTS lO% DISCOU.NT
Open till 9:00 p.m.

The Mother Lode
606 Pork

Graduates 0 1 UMR back in our town ,
Return for homecom ing , lull 01 good cheer .

MOST WANTED

Purchase coupons and support Miner athletics
UMR students and faculty · now IS your chonce to

support the Miners' o thl etic lu nd an d at the some
lime sa ... e yourself some money I
Coupons can be obtained Iram ... arsity athleles o r
at McDonald's , Colonial lones , or Key Sport s . If you
would like more informa tion con lact Dole Martin
or Dewey Allgood at the Multi -Purpose Building .

, OCTOBER 3 , 1981
al 9:00 a.m_ Championship
matches prior to UMR Invitational
Championship

Game

evening

of

Oct. 3. Program supervised by UMR
Varsity Soccer Coach , Paul McNally .

OCTOBER
ROllA McDONALD'S
1\"~LI:"'v"K OF EVENTS

CREW BIRTHDAYS
October I
October 1
Oc tober 11
October 12
October25

- Ann Corter
- E...a Freund
- Richard Beecher
_ Terry Beecher
· William Poulin

Sign / Stone
libra Opa l
libra Opal
libra / Opa l
libra / Opa l
ScorpiO Topaz

We ca ter fa all ages,
No fu ss! No muss t Ca ll us!
341 · 2 180 , ask for manager .

McDonald's birthday cake s
available for home parties .

I hoop ·win 0 bog a . f ries.
3 hoops·win a burger .
Senio r Citizen , 1 hoop-win

a breakfas t .
6 p.m. 10 9 p .m .
" In Thi s land 01
The Fa mous Miner ,
Dine AI McDonald's.

Archie (GA No. 110): " lost

DA VE'S BARBER SHOP
(Rollo's Clip Join t)

3

, holding lIashlight : " If I
ni ght th e boss threw m e a
big dinner ."
lurn this b eam s lro ight inlo
Bill (GA No. 111 ): " Yeah?" the air , I'll bet a trill io n
Archie: ''luckily , she missed! "

~:~~~ t:~ li~~ncio~:I~,~lle,t~~

me rchant s w ho ore honoring
your Golden Arches Cord .

Wo lf whis tl e - win a
bog of fri es .
Whistle Di xie· win a

Soy It in 2 seconds ·
bog 0 1 fr ies,
6 p ,m . 10 9 p . m .

I " bubble-win a bog of fries .

3" bubble-win a burger . 5"
bubble-win a breoklast.
6 p , m , 10 9 p . m .
"We rarely lell our secrets .
but thiS one's mode 10 shore ;
We gi ... e such fri endly ser ....c9
because we reallv core! "

1 hoop · win a bog 0 1 fries ,
3 hoops· win a burger.
Senior Citizen . I hoop· win
a b re ak lo st.
6 p , m , 10 9 p , m ,

I... ono Harris to Sarah
Preston " I finally found a
way 10 keep Terry fr om
biting hi s l inger na ils ."
Sarah Pres ton ' " How did you
manage that one?"
I... ano ; " I hid h iS teeth ."

'~;9'~~~~':~.

w'n

I ----;-;-E,;S~7.k--;;}--~6~p~.m~.~'0~9~p~.~m::..-

r

SLOGAN NIGHT

°

So · So Fib-Win a burger
1" bubble -win a bog 01 Ir ies .
Cla SS IC Fib ·w;n a breakfa s l. 3" bubble. wi n a burger 5"
6 pm . 10 9 p . m ,
bubble .win a breakfast.
6 p .m , to 9 p , m .
" To teach your k.d s Ihe
manners that go wllh
" A happy meal and Daddy
eO ling ou t
' II
d h
d
. t . hi

M'DO;::~~:~~~

lood

1 hoop · win a bog of ffles .

3 hoops-w in a burger .

Seni~r ~'~~::kf~;t~OP-WIn
6 p .m . 10 9 p.m.
" A lillI e touch 0 1 jea lousy

UMR INTRAMURAlS - MEN
Player of th. Week
Jimmy Williams - ABS

Morris ' " Nonsen se, I've
been taking the m for o ... er 20
years! "

,\'Morgore l " said Rick
Wea ... er , " I don' t like all l ouise Maggi. "Oh I wish Ihe
th ese flie s bUZZing around lord hod mode me a man ."
my food ."
Margaret (Oak Meadow's
Him : "He did ,
famous chef ): " Tell me

:~~ ~~:, '17,:~: ;,~i~~i,;:~'" ,:,o~.::~'wU:~~o~m~oU~'~h:'lou;n':.ie ;:~c~ndo~17:h~:: I~;::;~~~.~

I'm the man ,"

SECRE::r:~r~~h;r~~ l :'ONTH
HelEN BAIRD
OF
UMR SAFETY & RISK OFFICE
_ SECRETARIES CORNER
Boss ' night mee ling-October 121h , 6 :30 p .m . at Zeno's
Me l Carnahan . Stole Treas urer, will be the speak er
lor delails , call Jane libharl , 732-.4433 or louis.
Hamil ton , 368-3161 , or Karen Matlock , CPS , 34 1--4197
UMR VARSITY HOME GAMES
FOOTBALL
October IO .Northwesl Missouri Stole Homecoming a
1:30 . October 2.4-Cenlrol Mi ssouri State at 1:30
Paren ts Day , Odober 31·Uni ... ers ily of Evans ... ille a
1:30 , Uni ... ersi ty Day ,
SOCCER

f'':'':0 :PI~O~
'"~'i,hO~,~,~o'~'i'eT'::":OU::',',.~.-BUBsiffiU;;;:;:;;:GH"T21r~~~~'~~;f~rt---------,-:ilt--SEciE"WtiES--u1 Octo b ~ r 2· Min e r Soc c e r
l AUGHT NI GH T
20
BUSBlEGUM NIGHT
21
HULA HOOP NIGHT
22
23
7:30-McK e ndree College , UMR ,
Lo ugh for 30 seconds-win a
bog of lries. laugh for a
m inute . win a burger
6 p ,m to 9 p .m .

I " bubble -w in a bog o f fnes ,

I hoop-Win a bog of fnes

3" bubble ,wln a bu rger . 5"
bubble · win a breok/ost .
6 p .m . to 9 p ,m .

3 hoop$-wm a burger ,
Sen.or Citizen, 1 hoop.win
a breoklo s t

. An extra dash 0 1 filling
makes our Dani sh Don.s h·er

6 pm . to 9 pm

Soy It m 2 seconds

' Into the lop o f luxury
you'll th'n;I ::s~;o ... e been

bog ollrles.
I 9 m

Belly Franz
" I mode a
spong e coke lodoy , but it
was a co mplete fl op ."
d
Oh

~~:, h~;~~~:d? ""

,

)

Teom II With our ca lf ee
It'll make you r tummy purrl "

OPTIMIST SOCCER PROGRAM

I____::-:",--::--:-:--:-:k=-=p:-:·"'m:-;:. .,.,o=p:-:c:-;:.==+==C;;;;;;"';;;;;~;'+.-;;;;-;;;-';:-;;;;:-;:;;;::-UT----;"+.!.!!!~7.~~~~~;'I-----------;;;:f~~iv~;ii<ii;i~;l
127
BUBBlEGUM
les Snyder ' "There are on Wall howl -W in a bog of ffle s,
awful 101 of girls who
Tarzan yell · wm a burger
i
i a burger , Im itate
wanl to gel ma rr ied "
Coyo te howl -Win a break lo st
laughing hyena -win a
6 p . m , 109 p.m.
breokfosl . 6 p ,m , to 9 p . m ,
Sue Ro bin s "How do you
"'A hen ghos ts ar e haunt ing
" Anoth e r day of classes
know?"
and witch es s lort 10 fl y
hO $ given you Ihe blah s
Try the disappear ing mag ic
ld's
great
McChlCken
McDona
Les : "I' ... e asked Ihem ,"
Ihot comes fr om our fr enc h
will turn yo ur blahs to Ah s I"

In ... it a tiona I a
Pork College . Ken
tucky Wes leyan , October 7.Mory ... ille Co llege, Oc
tober ' ·Soulheast Mis souri Slate Of 7 :00, octobe
10·UMR Alumni at 10:00 , October U·Wes tm inster Col
lege of 7 :00 . October 17-Uni ... e rs ity of Tul sa at 1:00
ROLLA HIGH SCHOOL VARSITY SPORTS
October 23.Moplewood at 7:30 p . m .

-0

Till ey " I won ! 10 do
hlng
big
and
some thing clean

on e lephant '

Appear In costume -win
a bog '01 ffl es .
W.tches on brooms· win
a burger .
De... ,1 wi thout coslume· win a
trip to Trans l...on io .
4 p.m . to 12 p,m .
"l.mit 19 sundaes
customer

RealIOI

race,
The
kilomel

5,llXJki
drewru

as HOUl
Rollaar
This YE

last yea
student!

HAIRBERDASHERY

~~:y :~~:~~u;~:n~~:~n09ns:;0~~ n::;Oha~~~~s~~n~~~

Dr , Jim Myers to Morris
Fine ' " I really wish you'd
Slop tak ing those s leepi ng
pills . Th ey 're habil form ing ."

of LeO

of run

DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME
On October 25 be su re to turn clock bock one hour ,

Chapter 0 1 Women 's Sororities , October IS , 198 1

furn

went \
accordi

!rants (,

ream of the Week
ASS

WOYi~:1, r~u 'd

half

The
Plaza I
a,m, 0

Kansas

" Deor Teachers who con ... ene in Rollo , Mizzou . alilhol
we are , we owe to you ," Rollo proudly welcomes
2 ,000 a lon e of the most honored prof essions on
October 2nd .

Do ... e : " I know you! I'd ge t

..
19

" Two all beef pallies
special sauce , lettuce .
chee se , pickles. onions on
a sesame seed bun ,"

6

TEACHERS

:~~s~I~~rt~:~d~~~e~e w~~t:e S~~...!:g ~h~O~~S~~~w Z:~~

~--""":'=.,,.;'--:-:+--';====--;-;+~~:;;~~~~::!....rt--;;::=~::;;-:;;;::;;;:--;-;~~~~~~~f'-'~+----------;-j--------~
11
BU BBlEGUM NIG HT
16
17
" Choosey cheese choose rs
always soy cheese please
when they choose th e
cheese in the
cheeseburgers 01
McDonald 's,"

Acco rding to the College Placement Council. the mas I·
wonted co llege graduates who recei ... ed bachelor's
degrees thi s year are the engineers , Though they
com prised only 7~. of the graduates , they '... e recei ...ed
65% 01 the job offers, Most in demand are petroleum
engineers. Storting salories : 526 ,652 .

dollars you can 'l climb it. "

~--""""-::-:-~-:-:--+---;;-====;--~-w.""""m;;;r.:;:rr--n--;B;;-U;;B;;Bl;-;E:;:G:;-U;;:M;-;N:;;';::G:;;H-;T--;t-~H;;Ul~A~~~~~,;i--'-----:------;t---------;,;;1o

Soy "

ByEi

364-7600

In honor of coaches day , McDonald's , SI. Robert and
Rollo , are hosting a breakfast for 17 high schools in
our trading area plu s the great UMR coaching staff 01
Rollo McDonald's .

McDonald's awaits you with your favorite (Rool )
Beer .

1981

Rollo, MO

NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL COACHES DAY
OCTOBER 2

Happy
"Spooky"
Halloween

UMR Homecoming Oct. 10
Engineers . geologists of world reknown .

17
42
24
38
21
24
21
21
21
28
24
28
17
17
21

Mc:1onold's wil! award one Big Mac per week pi
leam to th e Optimist Soccer Husller 0 1 Ihe week

FOR GRADE SCHOOL AND JUNIOR HIGH
What kind o f hen lays the longest?
Answer _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

N~i~:-u'-0-n~dC"9.,.'y-e--,'-0-m-o-n-09-e:-:'-.-w
-,,:'n-:o"bc:o::9-:0"11:1,:::,.:;-,
(One winner per person per month) .
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